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INTROIUCTION

A description of work performed to December 30, 1960, in completing

the requirements under Contract FAA/BRlD-80 "Analysis of Advanced Data

Transmission Techniques" is presented in the following final report. For
a more detailed discussion of work completed beforoe March 1960, refer to

an earlier report: "Preliminary Report for Task I and Interim Report for

Task II."

During the performance of the contract, certain of the original re-

quirements were modified in the light 3f results obtained in the early

stages, and certain details of the original three tasks were revised and

clarified tc reflect shifts in emphas '. The following paragrp;hs present

a brief review of the major items under each task, inu.cating the relevant

sections in the report where applicable.

The report is collated with the relevant figures and charts at the

back of each section. Text material in each section is page numL-red

independently. In addition, the material in Sections 3 (Test Facility)

and 4 (Converter Design) has bee-a separated into two parts. Portions of

theie sections dealing with circuit design, layout, and operating details

have ueen bound as Part IT. Sections 3 and 4 cf Fart I provide brief

descriptions of the test facility and converters together with a short

discussion on operating and design principles.

TPSK I As originally defined, Task i• was virtually completed by

March 1960, ex.ept for delivery of the Potter instrument Company tape



printer. Delivery of this printer was delayed because of unforeseen

technical difficulties, among which were belt breakage in the type wheel

drive coupling and non-uniform inking and spacing of the printed characters.

As of December 1960, the Potter Instrument Company had delivered one model

of their airborne printer to General Dynamics/Electronics - Rochester

after demonstrating satisfactory performance at printing rates up to

30 characters per seccae. in their laboratory. This unit was subsequently

delivered to NAFEC.

A major item under Task I was the provision of experimental fligat

test equipment including two airborne sets and one ground set. Delivery

of this equipment was completed in March of 1960. Scction 1 of the report

describes briefly the characteristics of the flight test equipment, a more

detailhd discussion is available in the preliminary report.

One model 118 motorless cockpit display unit, made by the Teleprinter

Corporation, was delivered wich the first airborne test set in January

19,60. Task I was subsequently expanded to include the procurement of

one additional display unit, which was delivered to NAFEC in November 1960.

A furter expansion of Task I was the development of a set of binary

signalling components for phase reversal keying at 60 bauds. This

equipment, aiscussed in detail in Section 2 of the report, consisted of

twc. signalling and time base packages designed for retro-fit in the

F•,C data te~t s-fs .rodaiced earlier an was delivered to NAFEC in December

!?,t L



for the development of a suitable test facility and constructiou of a

workable model in br~adboard form. The design characteristics and

operation of this facility are discussed in Section 3.

The results of laboratory studies on FSK signalling are presented

in Section 5. Among the results reported here are measurements on the

effect of puilse length; the efficiency of a method of error correction

based un parity checking and single null zone detection; a qualitative

indication of the relationship between fortuitous distortion and SNR

in optimized converters; design parameters of optimum converters; and

measurements on the influencc oZ synchronization error on bit error

rate.

TASK III Section 6 presents a discussion of certain significant

factors in the design of ground-air-ground communication systems. Among

the questions considered are sequencing methods, radio channel require-

ments, radio equipment requirements, extended message handling, pilot

initiated messages, modulation, and coding. Certain pros and cons

-related to these factors are presented, but no ettempt is made to define

a system.

AC.KNCWLEDGEMENTS In addition to unwitting contributions to this

report on thef part of those authors listed in the bibliography, the

efforts of Messrs. K. H. Pcmeroy, B. P. Updike, D. L. Clonani C. H. Koerner,

and G. T. Parker of General Dynamics/Electronics - Rochester are gratefully

acknowledged. Appreciation is expressed to Dorothy Olson for typing the

final copy.



8ECTION 1.0 DkTA TEST SETS

1.1 Introduction

Te following sbction presents a brief sumnary of function and

operational characteristics of the Data Teat Sets. An earlier

report 28 presented a aetailed description of the logical

arrangement and circuit configuration of these sets.

1.2 Functional Description

1.2.1 General

One ground set and two airborne sets have been delivered.

The two airborne sets are similar except for the

inclusion of an error correction system based on parity

check and null zone reception in the second set. The

circuit arrangement of the second airborne set results

in the rejection of all bit decisions in which a null

indication occurs. In these cases, an arbitrary "mark"

decision is made, and the pI.rity check completed on

the resulting code pattern. Should the parity check

fail, an attempt is made to correct the error if ard

only if one null decision is involved; otherwise, the

information is rejected.

1.2,2 The Ground Set

The ground set is designed for operatkon with strjndard

teletype peripheral equipment operating at i0u words

per minute (10 characters Per second). Five hole

punched tape is ,,sed for both input and .-utput. A



TE.L•uype Model 28RT set and a Model 28 Multiple

"Contact Reader are used as input machines, but

two Model 28 readers could be used equally well for

teL' purposes (Fig. 1.1). The ground set includes

automatic co-trol circuits for the tape reader

clutches. Exact srnchronization between data set

and input mahines is achieved through the use of

the 60 cycle power frequency as a common synchro-

nizing iource (Fig. 1.2).

The readers feed five bit parallel codes into the

data set, which performs a parallel to serial

conversion and adds a sixth parity check bit. The

resulting synchronously timed DC pulses modulate

a tone shift keyer, whiih in turn may modulate a

radio transmitter or feed a line network directly.

The receLving portions of the ground set include a

lemodulator for converting tone shift signals into

1VI Pulses (Fig. 1.3). Following the converter, parity

and null checks are performed, and the signal feeds

via a serial to parallel converter to the output

tape punch in parallel form. Failure of eithr the

parity or null check, or both, will cause t.ae ground

set receiver to substitute and pymch out distinctive

error cbaracters i- 'ace of tnose characters in

which failures occur.

1-2



since it is assumed that all incoming signals will be

closely synchronized with the ground data set trans-

missions, except for a fixed delay, the receiver timing

pulses are derived frcm the 60 cycle power line but are

all shifted in time from the transmitter timing pulses

by a pre-determined interval which may be adjusted

manually.

As will be seen in a later paragraph, the airborne set

responses follow identical formats in which the 7th,

8th, and 9th characters are to be interpreted an

numbers. However, the response contains no figure-

letter shift information; instead, this is added into

the output tape automatically by the ground data set.

As a consequence, the output punch muet complete 12

punch cycles for each 10 characters received. This

requirement is easily met by the High Speed (60 char-

acters per second) Teletype Tape punch which is used as

the ground receiver output machine.

1.2.3 The Airborne Set

The airborne set (Fig.l.4) aicepts tone shift signals

and converts them to DC pulses by means of a phase

sensitive discriminator circuit. Mark and space

energies integrate separately on two capacitors. A

"synchronously timed pulse discharges both capacitors

at thM end of each bit, and a decision circuit produces

1-3



mark or space outputs according to the relative

integrated charge on the two capacitors.

After parity and null checks are performed, the output

or the decision circuit is converted to parallel form

for presentation to call decoder and display control

circuits. The cvll decoder is designed to respond .o

either of two five character combinations, one of

which is unique to each airborne set (the private call)

L and one of which is common to each airborne set (the

general call). Reception of either call permits the

remainder of the received message to operate the

airborne displays.

Two types of display are provided. Fixed format messages

control illuminated alphanumeric and lamp displays by

means of decoders and stores colusisting of magnetically

latched relays in the control box (Fig. 1.5). Extended

messages are displayed by a miniature tape printer using

FAA weather alphabet (Fig. 1.61.

Synchronization of the airborne receiver is accomplished

in two steps. The first involves phase locking a time

base oscillator to the received signal, and the secnnd

involves the phasing of a count-down chain used to

obtain character and block sync pulses from the time

base oscillator. This second step is accomplished by

1-4



means of a special block sync pattern, which is

transmitted about 1% of the time. Synchronization

during transmission is dependent on the decay time

of the AFC correction loop, since no phase correction

pulses are available during that time.

Transmission will occur after reception of a private

call, except in two special cases. One of these

occurs when a ground-to-air voice message follows

the call, and the other occurs when a transmit

button in the airborne set has been depressed. In

this case, transmission will occur following the

reception of an idling signal. A pair of contacts in

the airborne set is provided to control T/R switching

in the RF equipment. Depression of the transmit push

button illuminates a red indicator which remains on

until a transmission occurs.

Data for the air-to-ground transmission is encoded

by means of five manually operated coding switches

on the control box. Each switch provides for the

selection of one out of ten codes.

A voice output jack on the control box connects to the

radio receiver output via a latching relay anid a band

stop filter designed to attenuate data signal frequencies.

The relay contacts in thls circuit can be closed by a

1-5



data signal originated by the ground unit. A "voice"

push button is provided on the control box for

releasing the voice relay contacts.

1.3 Characteristics

1.3.1 Speed

Operating speed of the data sets is 100 wpm (10

characters per second) fixed by the teletype input

equipment. The electronic equipment is capable of

higher speeds, in th'e order of 100 times faster;

however, the decoding and storage relays of the

airborne control box require about 3 milliseconds

setting time, so that speeds in excess of about

300 bits (50 characters) per second would require

additional buffer storage for one character. The

airborne printer produced by the Teleprinter

Corporation is capable of 10 characters per second,

while the Potter Instrument machine will handle up

co 25 characters per second.

1.3.2 Coding

rTeletype coding less start and stop pulses is used.

A sixth bit is added to each code to provide odd

parity check. All code pulses are of equal lengrh

so that at 100 wpm (10 characters per second) the bit

rate is 60 per second and the pulse length 1/6o of a

sý,conr.
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1.3.3 Message Format

Since the airborne princers require parallel six bit

code for their operation, it is necessary to employ

usual figure/letter shift characters during the ex-

tended message part of the ground-to-air transmission.

In fixed format messages, classification Qf the re-

ceived codes into figure or letter groups is based

on knowledge of the message structure, and figure/

letter shift characters must be omitted.

All transmissions are based on a message block of ten

characters of 60 bits (Fig. 1.7). Four block types

are used:

- Fixed format message,

- Synchronization,

- Idling, and

- Extended message.

In the fixed format block, the first five characters

are the address and the remaining five the information.

The synchronization block is used to phaqe counting

circuits in the airborne time base; in a set which is

already synchronized correctly, it is used to operate

a confidence check indicator. Use of the idling block

in connection with the transmit, push button of the

airborne set has already been explained; this block

is autimnattcaliy transmitted fron the ground unit

II °



when neither message nor synchronization blocks are

available.

Extended messages regv.rdless of length must consist of

an integral multiple of ten characters; hence, the

extended message block is in reality a very informal

structure, except that the last block in any extended

message must be padded out by means of blanks to exactly

ten characters.

The airborn.ý response is not listed separately because

it follows the fixed format message block exactly.

1.3.4 Timing

Block transmissions from the ground unit are continuous,

with no gaps between. Airbo.-ne responses normally

follow the end of the ground-to-air Private call with

two major delays: & fixed two-character delay and an

additional delay of about one bit, due to the detection

and decision process in the data "eceiver.

In the extended message case, the response is delayed

until the end of the extened message, and in the case

of a private call followed by a voice message, no

response at all is allowed.

Responses to an idling block follow after the normal

delays., Synchronizing and general call blocks evoke

no, res•,nse from the eirborne set•,, It is not possible

1-5



"to interrogate the ser 'orne set in two consecutive

blocks. In the first following the first inter-

r :gation, the airborne set will normally be transmitting

and the receiver will be disabled. Due to normal system

delays, only a part of the second block following initial

laterrogation can be received. It is accordingly use-

less to re-interrogate the same airborne set more fre-

quently than once every third block. These limitations

do not apply when the ground-to-air message blocks

belong to that group which does not evoke a reGponse

in the airborne set.

In normal operation involving repetitive roll ce.ll of

more than four airborne sets, ground-air interrogations

and air-ground responses may occur continuously.

1.3.5 Physical

The data test sets are designed and constructed for con-

venience in experimentation rather than efficiency in

nackaging. Circuits are hand wired on plug-in cards,

which are mounted in modular trays. The circuit design

employs resistor-transistor logic using relatively inex-

pensive Transistors; this factor should be taken into

account in making comparisons with devices using diode

logic, since such circuits will frequently re, ire fewer

transistor- but many more diodes. It should also be

note,. that the design approach placed more emphaEis on

1-9



experimental convenience than on circuit s.mplification.

The sets operate on about 25 watts of primary input power,

exclusive of the airborne printers, and are designed for

continuous operation ;fith DC supply voltages ranging from

224 to 32 volts. The -28 volt termin~al of the airborne

sets is connected to chassis.

The Teleprinter cockpit printer requires current pulses

of up to 3-1/2 amperes peak at 28 volts. Average re-

quirements depend on code configurations and duty cycle

and are in the order of 1-1/2 amperes at 28 volts.

1.3.6 Signalling

Tone converter and demodulator circuits are designed for

operation from 600 ohm sources at a powur level of 0 dbm.

Tone keyer amplifiers have a continuous adjustment to a

maximum outp'.t of +15 dbm into 600 ohms. Consequently,

the input sigA.l may be taken directly from the audio

distribution system of most aircraft, and the output sig-

nal may be fed into the microphone Jack of most transmit.ers.

Tone signalling is accompliphed at a center frequency of

3315 cops with shifts of t 42.5 cps to minimize interfer-

ence with voice signals. Simultaneous voice and data

mod,'ation on the ground-air signal is possinle.

The equipment is intended for operation on dual radio

I -." U



channels, where one is allocated to the ground-air

4,,ansmission and the other to all air-ground trans-

missions. At 100 wore.s per minute, up to sixty inter-

rogation and response cycles per minute Are possible,

as well as voice operation on the ground-air path.

I " -,1
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SECTION 2.0 PHASE SHIFT KEYING

2.. Introduction

Theoretical analyses have shown that 7-1/2 phase modulation

is supericr to frequency midulation for all signal-to-noise

ratios3 ' 20 . In this section, the results of some laboratory

tests undertaken to check the practicability of exploiting

this result p:e described. The effects of keying rate on

a fixed-frequency phase-modulated sub-carrier are discussed

briefly.

Design details and operating principles of a PSK signalling

set suitable for retro-fit in the data sets described in

Section 1 are presented.

2.2 Laboratory Tests

2.2.1 The PSK Breadboard

The PSK experimental breadboard circuit is shown in

Fig. 2.1. An oscillator adjusted to operate at the

center frequency of a quenched integrating filter

drives a count-down circuit to generate four sets of

square waves which serve as the keying signal for a

phase keying cirzuit. Since tne oscillator is ccmmon

to the phase keyer and count-down circuits, coherent

phase keying can be obtained with 64, 32, 16, and 8

sub-carrier cycles per pulse. A linear adder combines

the keyer output with random noise and feeds the

"resultant into a synchronously quenched high-Q

2-L



filter. A diode phase detector conpares the filtered

signal with a noise-free reference frequency obtained

from the oscillator, producing a DC output proportional

to the phase difference and ampli-Gudes of its inputs.

An error counting circuit checks this demodulated

output against the transmitted signal at the end of

each bit, registering an error whenever disagreement

iq noted. Signal and noise powers are measured at the

output of the quencned filter by a power 3mplifier

driving a Polyranger Thermal Ammeter.

2.2.2 Calibration Check

The performance of the PSK breadboard was tested by

applying unkeyed signal plus wideband noise to the

quenched filter and changing the quenching rate.

Ideally, the SNR at the filter output would be ex-

pected to halve when the quench rate doubles, provided

that the following conditions are met:

- The noise power density is constant over the

significant frequency range of the filter response.

The ratio of signal-to-noise power applied to the

quenched filter is constant.

- The measurement technique is accurate.

No limiting or saturation occurs in the filter

or measuring circuits.

The results obtained are tabulated below:
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TABLE 2.1

Quench Rate in
Pulses per Second SNR in DB

51 +6 +3 0 -3 -6

102 +2.9 0 -3.0 -5.5 -8.0

We may conclude fram Table 2.1 that the equipment

performs reasonably well at signal-to-noise ratios

between -3 and +6 db, since the SNR ratio is degraded

by approximately 3 db over this range when the quench-

ing rate doubles. Reasons for the increasing dis-

crepancy noted at low SNR were not investigated.

2.2.3 Effect of Pulse Length

Fig. 2.2 shows measured error rate vs. SNR at four

quenching rates. The results for rates from 51 to 102

pulses per second fall within one db of each other, and

when the equipment limitations are considered a differ-

ence of this magnitude is probably not significant.

However, the curve for 408 pulses per second, corres-

ponding to 8 sub-carrier cycles per bit, shows a depar-

ture from normal behavior of about 3 db. This degra-

dation is apparently due to the width of the quenching

pulse, which effectively shorts out the filter for

about 1.2 milliseconds at the start of each bit. Since

the signal pulse lengt1% at 8 cycles per bit is about

2.45 milliseconds, the intergrating time is only 1.25

milliseconds, and the effective bandwidth about 2.45/1.25
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or about twice optimum. The 3 db performance degra-

dation observed at 8 cycles per bit can accordingly be

attributed to the width of quenching pulse. Although

some improvement in performance can be expected if

more care is observed in the design of the quenching

circuit, it is probably fair to say that the quench-

ing interval could not easily be made less than one

sub-carrier cycle in duration, so that the minimum

degradation would be about 0.6 db at 8 cycles per bit,

or 1.25 db at 4 cycles per bit.

2.2.4 PSK vs. FSK

In his paper, Montgomery 3 derives the following

expression for probability of bi` error in PSK

signalling:

p(e) = 1/2 (1 - I VR),

where I v.1 is the probability integral. For FSK

signalling, Montgomery's result is

p(e) - 1/2 e .(SIN)2,

where (S/N) 2 is the in-band signal-to-noise ratio.

These equations are plotted in Fig. 2.3 together with

a curve of measured error rate for the P3K breadboard

,operating at 51 bits per second. It can be seen that

for error rates of less than 1% the predicted advantage

for PSK is about 1.5 db, and that this theoretical

result has been achieved experimentally for signal-to-
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noise ratios above 2.5 db. The reason for the depar-

ture from theory at low signal-to-noise Týatios was

not determined; whatever the cause, the results of

the calibration check given in Table 2.1 also indi-

cate poQr pOe•ornmcC a• low 5NRp and it is probable

that equipment non-linearity and calibration diffi-

culties would account for the discrepancy in both

cases.

The results of the above test showed that PSK signal-

l1Lng offered some advantages under ideal conditions

with a noise free reference. The next step is to

perform service tests with a derived reference, and

for this purpose PSK signalling and time base com-

ponents which can be retro-fitted on the existing

data sets have been made.

2.3 PSK Signalling Set

2.3.1 Components

To convert the data sets from FSK to PSK signalling,

additional circuit packages for the ground and one

airborne set have been provided. A mode change switch

is included to permit rapid change-over. The new

circuits for the ground unit include the following:

- one crystal controlled time base for operation

at 60 bits per second with an oscillator fre-

quency of 1620 cps;

- one PSK keyer for operation with a 1620 cps
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sub-carrier;

- one PSK converter for operation with a 1620 cps

sub-carrier;

- one 250-watt power amplifier, used to provide

synchronous power derived from the crystal con-

trolle,',, time base to the input tape machines.

For the Airborne unit, the additional circuits include

- one time base for operation at 60 bits per

second, incorporating a high-Q crystal filter

operating at 3240 cps;

- one PSK keyer for operation with a 1620 cps

sub -carrier.

2.3.2 PSK Keyer

Fig. 2.4 illustrates the operation of the PSK keyer.

A transformer converts the 1620 cps sub-carrier into

two sinusoidal components having a phase difference of

ir radians. Two transistor switches couple these

sinusoids alternately to the input of an amplifier

circuit under the control of a binary code4. message.

The amplifier output consists of a 1620 cps slnusoidal

wave which changes phlaz_ by Tr radians for each rever-

sal of the binary code, thus fulfilling the require-

ment for - phase modulation.
2
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2.3.3 PSK Converter

Fig. 2.5 shows a functional block diagram of the PSK

converter. The circuit is essentially the same as that

of the breadboard converter described in 2.2.1 with

the addition of a peak clipper and a derived reference

for the phase detector. The peak clipper removes large

impulses from the signal before it is applied to the

quenched filter and has a self-adjusting clip level

which follows the average signal amplitude.

The quenched filter uses an LC tuAed circuit operating

in a positive feedback loop to obtain Q multiplication2 7"

Quenching is obtained by applying very heavy damping

momentarily across the tuned circuit. The filter out-

put passes via a linear amplifier to the phase detector.

The phase detector reference is obtained from the signal

as follows. Part of the output from the quenched filter

passes to a full-wave rectifier circuit, providing a

double frequency component which is independent of phase

reversal on the input signal. Since the amplitude of

this component will be zero at the start of every bit

due to the operation of the quenched filter, a high-Q

filter is used to separate it out and ring ,ver the

intervals when the quenched filter output is small. The

reference signal is finally obtaineA by limiting and

division by two.
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The reference aignal may have a phase ambiguity of i"r

ra'igans, so that the polarity of the phase detector

output may be reversed. A circuit has been added

in the airborne set which detects reversed polarity

in the block sync pattern and corrects the phase of

the PSK converter reference. In the ground set, no

provision for phase correction has been made because

the air-to-ground message format as originally con-

stituted does not provide a code pattern suitable for

detecting reversed polarity signals. Hence, the out-

put tape from the ground set may require manual inter-

pretation; the airborne set will interpret the re-

ceived signal automatically.

Timing for the airborne set is derived from the high-Q

filter in the converter reference circuit. During

air-to-ground transmission. the received signal and

hence the excitation to this filter disappears, so

that timing depends on ringing of the storeu energy.

The necessary accuracy and high-Q have been obtained by

meanis of a quartz crystal operating in an active filter

circuit. In laboratory tests, satisfactory timing has

been derived from this circuit for up to ten seconds

after removal of the excitation.

The output of the phase detector, a sequence of positive

and negative going pulses with waveshapes roughly re-

sembling a sawtooth, feeds a decision circuit which
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produces a regenerated message output if the magni-

tude of the phase detector output exceeds a null

reference voltage. A null output occurs when the

magnitude of the input to the decision circuit is

less than the null reference voltage.

2.3.4 Timing and Synchronization

Exact synchronization between the ground set and its

input tape reader was obtained originally through the

use of 60 cycle power for operating the tape reader's

synchronous motor and the time base of the data set.

With the introduction of a crystal-controlled time

base for PSK signalling, this synchronizing method no

longer applies. The modified approach is shown in

Fig. 2.6. Here, a stable crystal-controlled 60 cps

sinusoid is derived from the sub-carrier oscillator

by divider and filter circuits. A 250-watt amplifier

raises the power to a suitable level for operating

the input tape reader and existing timing pulse

generator.

The method of synchroaizing clock pulses in the air-

borne set is illustrated by Fig. 2.7. It will be

remembered that the converter develops a steaey tone

at twice the sub-carrier frequency for use as a refer-

ence signal on the phase detector and that the sub-

carrier frequency is exactly 27 times the pulse rate.
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The pulse rate can, therefore, be established at the

PSK receiver by dividing the double frequency refer-

ence tone in the converter by 54, and complete syn-

chronization can be attained by adjustment of the

phasing in the count-down circuit.

In the circuit of Fig. 2.7, a five-stage binary

counter circuit is provided with two feedback loops

which constrain the counter to re-cycle for either 26

or 28 input pulses, depending on whether the "early"

or "late" rese!: loop is open. The "early-late" signal

is derived by comparing clock pulses derived from the

counter with the received signal. If the clock pulse

is late with respect to the signal, the counter re-

cycles for each 26 input pulses until it is early;

if the clock pulse is early, the counter re-cycles

for each 28 input pulses until it is late.

Operation of the "early-late" control circuit depends

on a narrow filter centered on the sub-carrier fre-

quency and quenched at twice the bit rate. Fig. 2.8

illustrates the behavior. During a steady marking

signal, the filter reaches about the same energy level

between each quenching pulse, but a change from mark

to space (or vice versa) results in a reduced energy

level in one integral due to the signal reversal when
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the quench pulses are not timed correctly. By noting

whether the first or second integral within a bit

interval as defined by the receiver clock is larger,

it is possible to determine whether the receiver timing

ptulses. are early or late with r-.spect to the signal

phase reversal'. Early and late gates are formed at

the end of each bit by storing the value of the first

integral and subtracting it fram the value of the

second. A positive result produces an"early" pulse;

a negative result, a "late" pulse.

It will be noted that there is no provision for re-

cycling on 27 pulses, so that the circuit will tend to

hunt arouad the condition of zero phase error.. The

magnitude of error should average about one sixty-

fourth of.a bit on a signal consisting entirely of

reversals; and on a typical signal, about five sixty-

fourths of a bit. A prolong3d series of marks or

spaces may result in symchronizing errors if the "early-

late" control circuit is unbalpnced. This difficulty

might be overcome by incorporating a threshold in the

control circuit and providing an output to control a

third feedback loop on the counter for causing re-

cycling on 27 pulses.
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SECTION 3.0 TEST FACILITY (PART I)

3.1 Introauction

Ia making performance measurements on any signalling scheme it

is necessary to generate the signals, pass them to a receiver

via a path in which the signal is disturbed in some way and

then determine how well the reciever interprets them. The

following section presents a brief functional description of

a test facility designed to perform these functions for FSK

sub-carrier signals disturbed by random noise. A detailed

description of circuits and operating procedures is given in

Section 3, Part II of this report.

3.2 Test Requirements

The test objective was to measure the operating characteristics

of a group of six converters, each designed for operation at a

specific pulse length in the range from 1 to 30 milliseconds,

in the presence of random noise. At the same time, the effective-

ness of an error correction method based on parity check and null

zone receptio- was to be evaluated. It was accordingly necessary

to generate a suitable parity-checked code sequence at each of

six signalling speeds., This ,ode sequence modulated an FSK

oscillator, the output of which was mixed with random noise and

fed to an FSK converter. Signal-to-noise rakio was measured

after the band selection filter in the converter. The output

of the converter was examined in a grnup of logic circuits and

th? significant results totaled on 8 counters..
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3.3 Methods

A functional diagram of the test facility is shown in Fig. 3.8.

Beginning with a set cf five manually operated encoding switches,

tae message passes in parallel into a transmitter shift register

where it is converted to serial form at the appropriate speed.

As it flows through this register, an odd parity injector cir-I.
cult adds a sixth bit so that each code character contains an

odd number of marks. The register output keys a frequency shift

oscillator directly, and the oscillator output is combined with

noise in a linear adder to obtain a test signal for presentation

to the frequency shift converter.

The craverter circuit inclades a pick-off following its input

band pass filter which allows signal and noise to ue measured

in the same bandwidth for determining SNR. Section 4, Part I,

presents e functional description of the converter itself; a

detailed circuit description appears in Section 4, Part II.

The converter output feeds a synchronously sampled binary

decision circuit and a null detection circuit. The binary

decision circuit feeds receiving shift register number one,

which accordingly accumulates the unmodified output of the

converter, and also a bit reversal logiL circuit which pro-

duces an inverted output for all bit decisions on which null,

detection occurs. Receiving shift register number two according-

ly accumulates the converter output modified by a reversal of

all those decisions in which a null is detected. Both registers
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feed parallel comparator circuits which compare the register

contents with the manually encoded signal, so that Iy examining

the camparator outputs at the end of each received character

it is possible to determine whether the received character is

correct in register one or, if incorrect, whether the modified

received character in register two is correct.

The bit error detector compares the output of the binary

decision circuit with the transmitted code sequence and operates

the bit error counter (MW-2) when a discrepancy occurs.- At the

same time a total null counter (MC-3) registers all outputs

from the null decision circuit. All characters received cor-

rectly are totaled on the "correct character c -unter" (bC -1);

all those vith a parity error in the "parity error ý,ounter"

(MC-4); arsd all those containing undetected error (i.e,, error

but no parity failure) in the "character error counter" (MC-5).

Operation of the character error counter MC-5 is bJ)c(ked for

all received characters in which parity fails., Consequently,

che sum of the numbers in Counters MC-1, h, and 5 equals the

number of characters transmitted.

Of all the characters received incorrectly, an attempt can be

made to correct only those on which parity failure occurs, since

the parity check is the only criterion available to the receiver

in judging the validity of the received message. Accordingly,

the parity errors totaled by MC-4 may be analyzed further to

determine the number of successful corrections (MC-6), the num-

ber of correction failures (MC-7), and the nrinber ýf times whei,,



I_*

no correction is possible (Mi-8). The criterion which is used

in determining whether an attempt should be made to correct a

character on which parity failure occurs is the existence of a

single null within the character. The number of attempts at

correction is accordingly the s.m of the indications on counters

Mc-6 and M?-7; the number of times that no correction is attempted

is recorded on counter Wc-8; and the sum cf the numbers in all

three counters (bE-6, Wc-'7,, and me-8) will equal the number of

parA errors as +.oteled in W-4.

The test facility includes pl.ug-in units for changing keyer and

converter circuits to accomodate each pulse length. Operating

speed is selected by a rotary switch; and null width, by a

potentiometer adjustment.
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1~ SECTION 4.o CONVERTER DESIGN (PART I

4.1 Introduction

j The FSK converter design used in all the work reported herein

is based on the phase shift method as commonly exemplified by

the Foster-Seeley discriminator 30 . In a narrow-band device

operating at audio frequencies the circuit details, presented

in Section 4, Part II, of thic report, re quite different and

comparison with the Foster-Seeley circuit appears lather far-

fetched on the surface. The following section presents the

. operating principles of a phase shift discriminator and dis-

cusses the filter and bandwidth criteria briefly.

4.2 Operating Principle

Fig. 4.13 shows the functional block diagram of a phase shift

discriminator (or converter, as it is more commonly called in

narrow-band sub-r--rier multiplex systems). The first element

is a bandpass ffiter designed to maximize the SNR presented to

the limiter circuits. The limiter removes amplitude modulation

from the signal and essentially removes any -equirement for

automatic gain control since it will operate properly over a

,rery large dynamic range.

From the limiter output the signal ý,plits into a direct path to

the phase detector and a second path to the reference input on

the phase detector via a phase shift netwoik and second limiter.

Phase differencos between the two signals presented to the phase

detector result in an output from which the sub-carrier corm-
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ponents are removed by a low-pass filter, leaving a DC component

"which essentially duplicates the modulating waveform on the FSK

signal at the converter input. The final step is to square up

the output from the low-pass filter in the slicer or level

decision circuit.

4.3 Design Factors

Critical factors in matching the converter to the signal are

the bandwidth and center frequency of the input filter and the

cut-off frequency of the output low pass filter. Goldman1l

shows that the post-filter SNR is nearly maximized for DC pulses

when the filter bandwidth is 3/4T, where T is the pulse width.

It follows that the optimum bandwidth for maximizing the post-

filter SNR of a pulsed sinusoid is 1.5/T.

Regarding the FSK signal as a superposition of two pulsed sinu-

soids, one can see that the input filter might consist of two

bandpass filters, one centered at each of the keyed frequencies,

and having a total noise bandwidth of 3/T.

Fortunately, it is not necessary to employ two filters when the

separation between the two frequencies is small - say in the

neighborhood of 3/4T. McCoy 31 shows that the output frequency

of a bandpass filter excited by a frequency step follows a time

function similar to that of the ampnlitude response of the same

filter excited by a pu±sed sinusoid and that the behavior is not

vastly different if the frequency step begins near the nominal

edg. of the passband (i.e., the 3 db point) and moves toward



the center. Thus it appears that a nominal filter bandwidth of

L5/r will accunodate an FSK siga,'_ having total shift of 3/4T,

and the results presented in Section 5 bear out this deduction.

An important factor bearing on the sensitivity and linearity of

the converter is the behavior of the phase shift network. Given

a linear phase detector, the phase shift network should intro-

duce a shift in phase of the reference signal which is a linear

function of frequency. Since this network normally consists of

a bandpass filter in some form the phase shift is not a linear

function of frequency, although when the total frequency shift

is restricted to a small portii- of the bandwidth of the phase

shift network the approximation is very good. Such a restric-

tion, however, results in poor sensitivity, since the total

phase shift that can be generated is small. The converters

employed in the tests reported in Section 5 used a bandpass

filter similar in all respects to the input filter as a phase

shift network. The linearity and sensitivity achieved is shown

in Fig. 4.6.

To obtain zero output at the center frequency, the two inputs

to the phase detector must be in quadrature, and the detector

itself must be accurately balanced. Use of a two section shift

network results in zero phase differf.nne at the reference fre-

quency, and It is accordingly necessary to include a fixed 90O

phase shift in the phase shift ne', rrk to obtain a polar out-

put from the discriminator.
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SECTION 5.0 TEST RESULTS

5.1 BER vs. SNR

5.1.1 Introduction

The criterion for optimizing the FSK converter for

each pulse length was the performance of the converter

under conditions of random noise. In order to carry

out the experiments necessary for this evaluation,

a careful study of the desired objective was made.

Investigation of the converter as a function of each

selected parameter was limited only by the time availa-

ble to set up and perform the required tests.

5.1.2 Theory

Montgomery 3 indicates that the probability of error is

P (e) = 1 / 2e(SlN) 2  (1)

for an FSK system in which the signal to noise power

ratio (S/N)2 is measured at the input to the detecting

device. A plot of this equation yields a curve which

applies to systems wherein the received bandwidth is

equal to twice the bandwidth of the equipment following

the detecting device based on an optimum transmission

rate. Law 10 substantiates these statements for &i FM
system which use.- limiting and center sampling.

Optimizing the bandpass for inaximurn transmission speed

is carried out by Gold&anl in the bandpass Lnd low pass

situations where anl. 0pp1roxiMraLion 0iI t~le b•ndpaz.3 situa-

ww
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f tion gives

BW = 3/2 x 1/t., (2)

where BW is the bandwidth in c/s

j and to is the pulse length in seconds.

Noise power N2 is a function of bandwidth BW and noise

power density N.2 per unit of bandwidth so that

N2= N 2 x BW. (3)

If Goldman's relationship for bandwidth and pulse

length (2) is assumed, it follows by substitution

into (3) that

N2  N 2 x3/2x1/to. (4)

Substitution into Montgomery's equation (1) yields

-2 S2 to
P (e)-- 1/2e 3 No-. (5)

Now let P (e) = I/ 2e-kto, (6)

where k = 2/3 (S/No) 2 . (7)

From this las., equation it follows that at to = 0

the BER (bit error rate) is 5 x 10"1. This pair of

coordinates is used as one point in plotting curves

-for k. Fig. 5.1 shows a plot of BER vs. Pulse Length

for four values of k. These plotted values of k are

calcaiated using the optimum bandwidth factor of

Goldman (equation, 2) and Kotel'nikov1 2 , the latter for

a passive space system, for constant noise power den-
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sities derived from SNR = 2 db and SINR = 3.5 db in a

150 c/s bandwidth.

These curves show that a continuous improvement in

error rate can be attained as pulse length increases

when signal and noise power density are held constant.

In addition, they show how optimized converters would

perform in the same noise density. Curves of equations

(6) and (1) will be used for converter evaluation.

The first objective of this study is to derive and

present a usable means for comparison and design of

FSK systems. The second is to show that an FSK con-

verter designed according to equation (2) will satisfy

the predicted BER of equation (1). The third objective

is to show that such systems are optimized for the

design pulse length. The final objective is to show

that BEE vs. SNR for optimized systems is independent

of pulse length when SNR is measured in the optimum

bandwidth.

On the basis of equations (i) and (2) the following

theory was evolved to show the relative capability of

each converter. The improvement in converter operation

to be gained by changing the pulse length is

M = 10 log PL2 , (8)

PL1
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where = improiement in db of SIR for a

constant (S/No) 2 ratio,

PL2 new pulse length, and

PLI = reference pulse length.

The bandwidth required for a pulse length of 1 ms is

1500 c/s by equation (2). Let 100 equal the signal

power required to produce a BER of I x 10-1 in this

bandwidth. The following signal powers will then be

necessary to produce the same BER in a lesser bandwidth

according to equation (5):

Pulse Length Signal Power

1 ms 100

2 50

5 20

10 10

20 5

30 3.33

This theory assumes a constant noise power density in

power units/cycle (input SNR is constant for all systems),

It follows that each BER will give an appropriate signal

power for any pulse length.

1 x 10l BER occurs at SNR = 2.1 db power ratio or a

numerical power ratio of 1.62. Therefore if S2 = 100

power units, then N2 = 100/1.62 power units.
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Normalizing the noise power to a unit bandwidth yield&

N2 = 2 /BW,()No N (9)

where N2 = noise Dower density per unit bandwidth,

N2 = total noise power in the bandwidth in

power units, and

BW = bandwidth.

Then by substitution

No2 = 61.7 = .0412 power units/cycle.
15 o0 (10)

Fig. 5.2 is a plot of BER for signal power in decibels

above one signal power unit. Fig. 5.3 presents the

same result based on actual signal power units. These

curves are based on equations (1) and (2) and the noise

power density found in (10). Fig. 5 .4 and Fig. 5.5

show this theory plotted in terms of signal power units

and pulse length where BER is a constant.

Consi&er the use of this information in a practical

example. Assume an input noise bandwidth of 5 kc/s

representing 1 watt of RMS noise power. What signal is

reqtvired in this bandwidth to operdte an optimized FSK

converter at a pulse length of 20 ms and a BER of 1 x

10-29 Referring to Fig. 5.1, a signal power of 10.8 db

above one signal power unit is required to give 1 x 10-2

BER at 20 ms pulse length., Fig. 5.3 gives this value

as 12.3 signal cwer units. Ar•plying equrtion (2ý and

solvi ng t' r ~.20 milIl iseccondc,,



BW 75 c/s. (11)

Using equation (9) the problem noise density is

NO2 1 o5 x 105 o

2 -4
N = 2 x 10 watts/cycle. (12)

Using the proportion

S2 power units = S2 watts

No2 power units N.2 watts (13)

and substituting the problem values, we have

12.3 _- s2  (
.0412 2S2 (14)

Whence S2 = .0597 watts, (15)

or an input SNR ratio of

(S/N) 2  = 10 log .0597 or (16)

(S/N)2  = -12.24 db (17)

Improvement or degradation in BER for other pulse

lengths can be seen by checking Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5.

This is only an illustrative example of the many uses

and value of this theory and family of curves. A

verification of these hypotheses will be accomplished

by proof of the concepts formulated in the objectives

of this study.

5.1.3 Implementation

Since the result of tests would be of statistical.

nature, certain standards were necessary to establish

sample sizeo at each SNR., These sami!e sizes were
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determined from the equat(on

n = (1 •/p - 1) K/t, (18)

where n = sample size,

p = true population error rate,

K = 1.96 for a 95% confidence band,

t = tolerance ( 5% P)

An acceptable margin for error in estimating p was

taken as a 5% tolerance (maximum difference between

sample reading and true population rate) with 95%

confidence bands (probability that repeated samples

of a given size will result in bands that will include

the true population rate for 95% of the bands). For BER's

of 1 x 10-4 to 1 x 10-1 sample sizes ranged from 15 x

106 to 9 x lO4 bits respectively.

Extension of test times to all six operating conditions

indicated total time in the order of 175 hours of con-

tinuous testing for BER results and 875 hours for null

evaluation in addition to set up and SNR measurement

time. It was obvious that the time involved was wholly

impractical and that a compromise would have to be made.

Revised data times were established by using SNR as a

mean and dropping extremely high SNR tests.. The ie are

reasonable concessions when the standard for evaluation

is examined closely.



Equation (1) establishes the basis for the assessment

of converter performance in terms of BER (bit error rate)

as a function of SNR. Evaluation will be carried out by

comparing the SNR required by different systems to pro-

duce a standard BER. Variations of 0.1 db represent

small degradations of SNR; however, BER changes could

be large for this variation. For exampie, at a BER

of 1 x l0-3 a SNR tolerance of t 0.1 db represents a

BER tolerance of ± 15%. Therefore, where equation (18)

indicates a large sample is necessary in terms of

estimating BER, in actuality a much lesser sample is

required for a good statistical result expressed in

units of SNR.

Since test results will follow a predicted curve,

samples in the area of reasonable measurement times

will define the trend by comparison to the theoretical

result of Montgomery. Simple extrapolation is the only

requirement for extending che result. Reduction of test

time also facilitates measurement of SNR and minimizes

errors caused by variation in equipment operation and

temperature changes.

The following table of SNR and sample sizes was cal-

culated based on a 5% toleranco with 95% confidence

that measured BER was with ± 0.1 db cf thQ true piou-

]ation e ,ro1r rate.



S/N Voltage EMS Voltage

SNE Bit Errors Ratio Sum (S + N)

2.0 db 26o4 1.259 1.608

3.5 1243 1.496 1.80

5.0 799 1.778 2.04

6.5 362 2.113 2.34

8.0 154 2.512 2.70

Measurement of SNR was carried out by an RMS voltage

measurement at the output of the first bandpass filter

of noise and signal alone. The foregoing table shows

the voltage ratio requi.ed and the RMS voltage sum pro-

duced for N = 1.

In all cases, insertion loss has been disregarded in

calculations. Since insertion losses will effect

noise and signal equally, SNR will remain unchanged

alt'iugh absolute values will be affected.

5.1.4 Measured Results

Fig. 5.6A through Fig. 5.6F show the measured BER for

each pulse length tested vs. SNR along with Montgomery's

(1) theoretical prediction for an FSK system. It will

be shown that the measured values define a very near

optimum state of operating conditions. Initial inspec-

tion will reveal, however, that five of the six curves

(all except the 30 mr pulse length) fall inside the

theoretical result, i.e., BER's are better than expected.

Analysis of this Ihenomenon would seem to indicate the
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deviation was caased by messurement inaccuracies,

system idiosyncracies, a noise source which has

other than random characteristics, design error,

L or component tolerance, since the measured result

I • appears to surpass Montgomery's theoretical predic-

tion.

As indicated in 5.1.2 optimization can be shown for

a given converter design by a series of BER vs. Pulse

Length tests. Fig. 5.7 shows the results of such a

test performed with the 10 ms (BW = 150 c/s) system at

two convenient SNR A pair of tangents have been

drawn to the BER cuives for K = 168.8 and K = 244.2,

repreaenting a constant noise power density based

upon SNR = 2 db and SNR = 3.5 db respectively, in

the experimental bandwidth.

"The point of tangency falls at what shall be here-

after defined as the optimum pulse length. Although

smaller pulse lengths produce higher BER's, it is

interestir6 to note that wider than optimum pulse

lengths produce BER's which are less than those of

equation (1). However, since BER results of the order

indicatcd by the plots of K = 168.8 and K = 244.2 are

r'aC'ly attainable by opti-w.zed systems, no sup)ort

for operation of t'fis converter at slower bit rates

can be realized. Indeed, BEE is better at 20 ms than
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at the optimum pulse length for this system; however

it is much poorer for the same signal and transmission

is much slower for the same BER than in an optimized

system.

The results shown in Fig. 5.7 would seem to explain

the phencnencim appearing in the measured curves of

BER vs. SNR. These curves indicate that the pulse

length used for SNR tests is somewhat longer than

required, i.e., the bandpass is wider than necessary.

Reference to the bandpass characteristics of the

10 ms filter (Fig. 4.2D, Part II) indicates an actual

3 db passband of 155 c/s, somewhat larger than the

design BW of 150 c/s. For this set of parameters this

bandwidth would make Goldman's optimized pulse length

equal 9.65 ms, which is extremely close to the result

realized. In fact, it can be shown that variations in

pulse length of ± 0.5 ms represent BW changes of ± 7.5

c/s. Considering the conditions of design and test,

the resulting achievement is an excellent representa-

tion of an optimized effort.

Although time was insufficient to run a complete optimum

analysis for each pulse length, nor was the Facility

entirely compatible for such an effort, it is readily

seen how each pulsfj length has resulted in lower BER's

than expected. Examination of all band pass character-
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istics except the 30 ms set will show a wider passband

than call,.d for by des-gn and therefore a lower optimum

to and lower expected BER for the design pulse length.

The 30 ms filters show a narrower bandpass and there-

fore longer to and higher expected BER for this par-

ticular test. Indeed, inspection of Fig. 5.6F shows

a BER curve which falls almost exactly on the predicted

optimum.*

Assessing bandwidth by arbitrarily assigning 3 db points

to represent rectangular passbands is an assumption

which can easily bias the result and produce slight

deviations such as those noted in these experiments.

Nevertheless, these systems are very near optimum, and

it follows that any system can be as readily optimized.

Since these systems perform equally well at the same

SNR measured in the bandpass, each system performs

successively better as the pulse length increases and

the noise density No2 remains constant.

Converter design was carried out to realize a wide

dynamic range of signal and noise .nputs. Since

sensitivities of less than 1 my were attained at all

pulse lengths with a total dynamic range of 70 db, it

follows that BER vs. SNR tests at various amplitude

levels yielded like results.
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5.1.5 Conclusions

It has been shown by these experiments that the series

of curves produced to provide the information required

for evaluation of any FSK system and for design of

optimum systems in 5.1.2 are valid. It has also been

shown that (1) systems can be readily optimized using

equation (2); (2) aUl optimized systems regardless of

pulse length yield the same BER for SNR measured in the

bandpass; (3) BEE of an optimized system follows equation

(i); and (4) improvements in BER can be readily attained

and accurately predicted for the same input ShR, i.e.,

constant No, as the pulse length is increased.

5.2 CER vs. SNR

If p is the probabilit3 of bit error, then (l-p) is the proba-

bility that the bit will be received correctly. The probability

that all six bits in a six bit character will be correct is

6
(l-p) . Therefore, the probability of character error (CER) is

P = 1 - (l - p)6

or approx-nately 6p as p approaches zero.

This probability has beea plotted in Fig. 5.8A through Fig. 5.8F

as a theoretical predicbion. The dotted curve is the measured

experimental result. It will be noted that these curves fo.low

the same trends as discussed in Section 5.1 on BER's. The
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"random character of the noise component of the SNR is sub-

stantiated by the close conformity of these curves to the

theoretical curves.

"The bias of the various converter parameters was investigated

further under pure noise conditions. These measuremerts of

bit error rates reinforced the concept of random noise.

Results tabulated shoved negligible deviations from 5 x 10-1

bit rates when the converter was properly balanced.

Messages used in the experiments made merk and space equally

probable. The tests of pulse length vs. BER for the same

system were performed with an alternate mark space transmitted.

The transmitted message for all other tests was mark, mark,

space, space, mark, space.

5.3 Center Sampling

5.3.1 IntroductIon

The Test Facility uses the center sampling technique

for mark or space decision. A sample pulse shifts

the squared signal output from the converter into the

receiving register. This register assumes the con-

dition of the signal at the shift time and maintains

this condition until the next sample pulse arrives.

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate sample

times in terms of BER and SNR and to determine the

optimum sampling time for a given sjstem.
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5.3.2 Theory

The effect of noise on the received FSK signal is a

random displacement of the leading and trailing edges

of the detected and squared waveform. The distribution

of these edges is a function of the SWR. When noise is

sufficient to produce a received time error of more

than t 50% in the mark or space condition (phase change

greater than t 900) an error will result by center

sampling. Theoretically noise adds equal amounts of

phase lead and lag in the received signal when averaged

over a sufficiently long interval. In practice, however,

inherent distortion produced in the system creates a

condition which only approaches the ideal.

5.3.3 Inplementation

In order to evaluate sampling time, a series of tests

were performed on the 10 ms pulse length system. Center

sampling was taken as the mean (0%) and sampling times

were expressed as a positive or negative percentage of

the total bit time. These times were varied to the

limit of the Facility which was -35% to +15% for this

set of parameters. BER measurements were made for SNR

for the standard error tabulation (see Section 5.1.3).

5.3.4 Results

Test results were plotted in Fig. 5.16 in the form of



BFAR vs. sample Pulse Position (%) for each of the

six measured SNR. These curves show ar. interesting

result. Degradation in BER as a function of pulse

position is much more severe at high SNR than at low

SNR. For example, where SNR = 2 db, a degeneration

of 2/1 in BER occurs at a sample pulse position of

-26%, while at SNR = 9.3 db the same BER deterioration

occurs at a pulse position of -11.5%.

The optiiuur sample position was computed for all SNR

by taking an average mean value based on a 25% degra-

dation from the minimum BER for each SNR. These tabu-

lations show that the optimum sample time is + 2.75%

for this system. This represents an error when com-

pared with center sampling; nowever, the error is

negligible since BER is virtually the same for both

sample positions.

A family of BER vs. SNR curves were computed and ex-

pressed as a percent pulse position based on the mean

average where BER for the mean was normalized to satisfy

Montgomery's equation for the probability of error.

These results are shown in Fig. 5.17 where they can be

compared in terms of SNR. The effective loss of signal

can be determined irom the:ce curves for pulse sampling

tolerances.
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-5.3.5 Conclusions

5."oEvaluation of center sampling of the 10 ms signal sbowed

that the error in sampling time from the mean optimum

vas only 2.75% of the bit time. The results of this

evaluation were normalized to an optimum condition and

expressed as a percent pulse position based on the mean

"average. This presentation shows approximately a 0.3

db degradation in SNR for a sample tolerance of - 10%.

5.4 Null Evaluation

5.4.1 Introduction

The experimental null zone reception system evaluated

by the Test Facility is a parallel binary decision de-

vice whose secondary (null) output is the basis for

correcting the primary (signal) output when parity

error occurs. The system has a single null zone. Cor-

rection is limited to those characters identified with

odd parity bit errors and single null and decisions are

based on simultaneous center sampling of the deiuodulatAd

signal. In this report a single null zone is the type

of measuring standard used to determine the occurrence

of a null, whereas a single null refers to a situation

of one null per character. The following section discusses

a series of experiments performed at each pulse length to

evaluate this system of null zoene detection and to .jeter-

mine what improvement in character er" )r rate (CFR) canl
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be attained with the correction process.

5.4.2 Theory

Single null correction will be defined for these experi*-

ments as a process whereby correction is based upon the

detection of a null in a single null zone. A null is

detected when the signal amplitude falls between pre-

set null zone limits at the time of sampling. The null

zone for single null reception1 3 is best explained by

consideration of a three-level decoder which assigns

the received signal (Y) to one of three groups:

Group I y > +e

Group II -e < y < +e

Group III y < -e,

where Group I records as Mark, Group III records

as Space, and Group II records as Null, and

+e and -e are the null zone limits.

The binary signal approximates a sinusoidal waveform

(for alternate mark-space) which is symmetrical about a

center reference level eo (Fig. 5.9A). The null zone is

defined by equidistant positive (+e) and negative (-e)

levels with respect to eo (Fig. 5.90). The objective

of this study is to determine an optimum null zone and

assess null zone reception on the basis of the improve-

ment in character error rate (CER) which can be attained

by a correction qv tem using this process.,



There are three requirements for character error cor-

rection in the null system. The first requirement is

the detection of bit errors. Parity check is used by

the Facility for error detection because of its sim-

plicity and adaptability to this study. The transmitted

character consists of five information bits and one (odd)

parity bit. Correction is based upon the fact chat

parity errors are predominantly single bit errors, since

the probability of one bit error in six is much greater

than the combined probability of three and five in six.

Using the general formulalO

Pcbr r' Pe I - Per - b
c br (r - b)! Y W

where Pcbr is the probability of b elements being

wrong in a character of r elements and Pe

is the probability of element error,

and expanding for 1 and 3 bit errors and adding the

result expressed as a percent of CE produces curve A in

Fig. 5.10A. The term for 5 bit errors has been dis-

regarded because it represented less than .01% of the

term for 1 bit error and could not be plotted. Therefore,

curve A represents all )arity u'rors (NE) as a percent

of total character errors (CE)o. Curve B in this figure

shows the probability of one bit error in six and re-

presents all single bit parity errors (SPE).. Note that

Curve C (SPE'6CE) is Lo-2/3'ý ,,t' Clu've B and is the



fraction of all single parity errors that would be

successfully corrected by a randcom process.

Expansion of the binomial (1) for bit error proba-

bilities of no error through six errors for a six bit

character with a largest bit error probability cf

1 x 10-1 will show that the sum of the last three

terms (probability of 4 or more bit errors) is 1.27 x

l0•3. Therefore bit errors are virtually accounted for

by distribution of 1, 2, and 3 bit errors per character

and can be represented by the following equation:

BE = SPE - 2UCE - 3(TPE - SPE), (2)

whre BE = bit errors,

SPE = single parity errors,

UCE = undetected character errors, and

TPE = total parity errors.

This equation (2) will be used for analysis of null

evaluation test results.

Consider a perfect correction system whereby all single

parity errors (one bit error per character) are always

corrected successfully., Two curves are shown in Fig.

5.10B which represent character error ra- (CER) for an

optimized system (Curve A) and character e:-ror rate (CER')

for the same opimized system (Curve B) where alL single

parity errors are successfully c•-rrected., Iince



CE CE (3)CH

where CE = character errors and

CH = total characters transmitted,

then CER' = _ - PE , (4)CH CH

where SPE = single parity errors.

The orobability of character error is

CER = 1 .. (1 - p) 6 , (5)

where p = BER (bit error rate), and the proba-

Ubility of one b.t error per characterlO isK s =' E6p (l - p)5 . (6)

Whence (4) may be rewritten as

CER, =I - (1 .p) 6 -6- (1 p) 5, (7)

which simplifies to

CERt = 1 - (1 -p) 5 (U + 5p). (8)

Curve B (Fig. 5.10B) shows the theoretical improve-

ment in character error rate which can be attained by

the ideal correction of all single parity errors. It

will be noted that the improvement is in the order of

3 db. This value will be used as a standard for evalu-

ating the null correction system. Curve C (Fig., 5.10B)

shows the improvement in character error rate by random

correction ol all parity errors (note' random correction

of PE wilL uo successful for 3PE/6). Improvemerit by

r•,i••i .- orrec-tioii is s1 ight qu- by jirispection of Curne C



is about 0.2 db.

Null detection appears to provide a means of improving

the chances of successful correction of the bit in

error. When parity check fails one bit in error is

assumed; hence one correction is required. The second

requirement for correction is therefore a single null

(SN). If no nulls or more than one null have occurzed,

no correction will be attempted. Fig. 5.9D shows thif

analysis in block form. The third requirement for a

successful correction is that the null and bit error

[I| be coincident. The three requirements for character

error correction can be expressed as follows:

PE x LN x CCE = CCE , (9)

CE PE SN CE

where PE = parity errors,

CE = character errors,

SN single null, and

CCE = successfully corrected character

errors.

This expression would equal unity for successful cor-

rection of all character errors. However, it has

already been shown that if SN/PE and CCE/CE are unity

the relationship of SPE/CE will determine what fraction

of the total errors can be corrected (Curve B of Fig. 5.10A)

and that this ideal ccrrection will give a 3 db improve-
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ment (Curve B of Fig. 5.10B) of SNR.

Having established the relationship of PE/CE, it remains

to maximize the expressions of SN/PE and CCA/CE to pro-

vide the argest correction CCE/CE possible. This will

be accomplished by a series of BER vs. Null Width tests

for several SNR.

5.4.3 Implementation

The filtered output of the detector centered about refer-

ence level eo is squared by the decisior cirnuit, a

voltage comparator with reference eo. Two identical

voltage comparators with +e and -e as references per-

form parallel squaring functions for null circuit logic.

Thes- circuits have high sensitivities and switching speeds

are of the order of 40 microseconds. In the presence of

noise they will produce random frequency square wave out-

puts. The signal waveform is center sampled directly

"after squaring; however, the output of the null cum-

paratrnrs must be combined before sampling can take place.

Consider two voltage comparator circuits A and B, with

reference inputs +e and -e respectively (Fig. 5.9B).

Outputs will then be assigned as follows:

Output e Signal

1 c reference

0 e referei.ct

The output for null C I (Fit4. .]) will then be a



and b = 1 and the equation for null, in switching cir-

cuit algebra, is 29

a'b = c

If the "a" and "b" outputs are AND gated after inversion

of "a" the proper output for null will be obtained

(F.g. 5.9B). This output is made a parallel adjunct to

the signal output and center sampled.

The sampled null outpu.lt is used to correct the signal

as follows:

Corrected
Signal Null -Signal

Mark No Null Mark

Space No.Null Space

Mark Null Space

Space Nul l Mark

This table shows a bit inversion each time a null is

detected. In the Test Facility, two comparators check

the received signal character by character against the

t ; nitted signal: the first checks the received signal

exactly as center sampled after squaring, while the

second checks the same -aessage with bit inversions when

a simultaneous null occurred.

Detection of parity error is performed by a counter which

operates on mark input and is sampled and reset at the

ena of the sixth bit. A second counter which registers
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the nulls occurring in each character is also sampled

and reset at the end of the sixth bit, giving an output

when only ONE null has been detected. The total of all

nulls received is tabulated by a third counter. When

parity error and one null have occurred, the corrected

signal in the second comparator is checked. The result

of the comparison with the transmitted signal will de-

pend on the number of bit errors in the parity error and

the probability that the detected null occurred coin-

cident with the bit in error.

The received signal is checked in the i'irst cumparator

for all conditions other than single null and parity

error. If the first comparison ts incorrect and parity

has not checked, the character will be counted as a

message block with parity error and a no null or more

than one null condition. If parity checks, thp comparison

will reveal a correctly received message (comparison good)

or cn error other than pari.ty (comparison fails). Thase

operations are shown In function block diagram Fig. 5.9D.

The corrected signal is not used when "arity checks even

though the message may still be in error, and even though

each bit having a co'Lnnident null is reversed in the

second comparator, -Por this comparison is not used unless

only a single null hll .cccurred. Single nulls may occur
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at times when parity checks; however, they are not

recorded as single nulls in this analysis but are

addled to the total nulls received.

The null zone width is v.ried from 10% to 50% of the

detected peak to peek 10 volt signal amplitude for

these tests. SNR used wr'e the same as those for the

BER vs. SMR tests.

S5.4.4 Resuitz

Fig. 5.11A through Fig. 5.11F show the resultb of tests

for each of the six pulse lengths for the rate of occur-

rence of nulls as a percent of the total bits trans-

mitted for ae.l null widths and SNR. These curves show

t'uat increasing null width e. or decreasing SNR increases

the rumber of nulls detected. The marked similarity of

the families of null rate curves justifies pooling the

null evaluation results for all pulse lengths to pro-

duce a more accurate stat.stical result and a more

representative indication of the value of null detection

systems.

Fig. 5.12A shows a ralge of tes.t results for PE/CE for

all SNR tested. These maximtm and minimum values repre-

sent all pulse lengths and nu-ll widtI.s since parity error

is independent of these parameters. These esults show

good agreement with the theoretical prediction of Curve A
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in Fig. 5.10A. Using the median values of this test

the Curve A (PE/CE) on Fig. 5.12B haa been drawn. Curve

B (SPE/CE) on this figure was derived from equation (2)

using measured results. Random correction of these

errors would result in Curve C (SPE/6CE) shown or.

this figure.

It is imperative that null detection be optimized to

produce the greatest number of single null characters.

Although single nulls occur when parity checks, they

are required only when parity fails (see equation 9).

Therefore, optimized SN (single null) is shown in the

range of test values of SN/PE in Fig. 5.13A to Fig. 5.13E

with null width the independent variable. This family

I of curves shows that an optimum null width can be ob-

tained for each SNR and by inspection of the curves

this optimum occurs at approximately a 30% .ull width.

After parity error has been detected and a single null

has occurred, a correction is attempted, i.e., tha

second comparison is checked for success. Curve A in

Fig. 5.14A through Fig. 5.14PE shows a median of the

range of test results of CCE/SN, i.e., the empirical

probability that the null and bit error were coincident

(see equation 9). These curves are shown for the five

SNR tested. Curve B in Fig. 5.T1'A through Fig. 5.14E
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shows the range of test results for CCE/CE for each null

width. This product (9) is a figure of merit for a

correction system. Curve C in these figures is a plot

of the successfully corrected characters that could be

obtained with the existing system if corTections were

made at random (independent of null detection) and is

derived frou Curve C of Fig. 5.12B.

The carves of CCE/CE substantiate the previous statement

that a null width near 30'% is an optimum adjustment and

maximizes the number of characters corrected success-

fully by the single null correction system. These

curves show that as the SNR increases the improvement

in error correction success for a null system increases

much more rapidly than for a random correction system.

This is shown in Fig. 5.14F where three curves are

plotted. Curve A is the median of the range of test

results for a null width of 30% (optimum) of CCE/CE.

Curve B is a presentation of the correction which can

be obtained by a random correction process (CCE'/CE).

Finally, Curve C can be interpreted as the correction

(SPE/CE) for an ideal system where all single parity

errors are successfully corrected.

The final evaluation of an errrr' correction system is

made by comparison of the corrected character error

rate (CER') with non-corrected character error rpte (CER)
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in terms of SNR. Fig. 5.15A through Fig. 5.15F show

the character error rate for each pulse length before

and after correction for four SUR and four null widths.

improvements in the order of 0.4 to 0.7 db are noted

for all pulse lengths for the optimum null width or

30%-. This improvement is small when compared to the

ideal correction system (Fig. 5.10B), yet considerably

improved over the random correction process.

Although correction efficiency improves more rapidly

with SNR for the null system than it does for either

the ideal or random process (Fig. 5.14F), correction

becomes far less important at high SNR since error

rates are already very good without correction. It

can therefore be stated that the results of this evalu-

ation show only small improvements in terms of SNR by

a single null detection and error correction system.

5.4.5 Conclusions

A summary of Null Evaluation results shows that

1 - Optimum null widths exist for single null systems,

2 - Null rates are independent of pulse lengtns,

3 Parity errors - •,presenT a major portion of the

total character errz-rs at usabie SN14,

4 - Parity errors are primarily single bit parity errors,

5 - A single null system is more efficient in correcting

character errors than a random bystem but shows an

I20



average improvement of only about 0.5 db SME, and

6 - The single null system realizes only a small

fraction of the potential improvement of 3 db

obtainable from a system which successfully cor-

rects all single bit parity errors.
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sECT 6I o SOME SYSTEM CONSI3RATIONS

6.1 Introduction

II The problems of system design are certainly complex and the

methods are not formalized. Experience, good Judgement, com-

promise, evaluation of alternatives - all are factors in

j i arriving at the final design, and although every reasonable

effort may be expended to maximize the probability of success,

the system designer seldom achieves that inner security which

comes from the knowledge that he has arrived at the best

possible configuration.

At the present time, the communication requirement for air

traffic control is not completely known, and the dimensions

and ramifications of the problem are so widespread and diverse

that to embody all of them in a single unified concept may well

be impossible. However, it is always possible to examine differ-

ent alternatives in the light of practical limitations and known

requirements. Ideally, it should also be possible to assign

I weighting factors to each and so arrive at a figure of merit;

however, this final step is the province of the system engineer,

and no attempt will be made here to infringe upon his difficult

art.

The following discussion presents some alternatives, discusses

certtin pros and cons, and lists various practical considerations.
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" 6.2 Sequencing

Consider the timing diagram of Fig. 6.1 as a starting point.

Here, two methods of sequencing two-way communication systems

are shown. In 6.1 (A), a ground station transmits, waits for

1. a reply, and so on, so that none of the transmissions in the

system overlap in time. In 6.1 (B) the overlapping restriction

is not applied; continuous ground-to-air transmissions are

permitted and air-to-ground transmissions from different air-

craft may follow each other closely with very little time

separation. However, the starting time of each transmission

is subject to certain limitations which appear to be necessary

to prevent interference between air-to-ground messages. The

beginning of ground-to-air messages follows either the end of

the last ground-to-air message, or the end of the last air-to-

ground response, whichever is later; and the beginning of an

air-to-ground message coincides approximately with the be-

ginning of a ground-to-air message. These restrictions result

in occasional gaps between signals, as shown in 6.1 (B).

For convenience in what follows, these two different approaches

will be referred to as sequencing Plan A or B, or simply Plan

A orB.

6.3 Communication Channel Requirements

6.3.1 Gcneral

Networks operating according to the sequencing plans A

or B can be operated on any duplex communication facility,

6-2



such as four wire telephone circuits or dual channel

radio. However, A is the only plan usable on a two-

wire or single-channel circuit. It is not an efficient

sequencing method on duplex circuits because the indi-

vidual channel duty cycles are only about 50%. According-

"ly, the data rate for Plan A has to be about twice that

of Plan B to handle the same quantity of information.

An equivalent statement is that, for a given ca-•acity,

the data rate for single channel operation must be

about twice that for dual channel, which is to be ex-

pected if the dual channel system is used efficiently.

6.3.2 Communication Coverage for Plan A

Consider now the problem of obtaining g 'ound-to-air

communication coverage over a large volume or air space

when line of sight conditions prevail. Fig. 6.3 illus-

traGes the geometry. Three transmitters are spaced on

a great circle with a separation of d statute miles,

and it is assumed that each transmitter provides com-

munication coverage to all points above a plane tangent

to the earth at the transmitter. There are zones of no

coverage below the intersection of adjacent tangent

planes, and zones of overlapping coverage above. It is

clear that if adjacent transmitters are on the same

frequency, interference will be encountered iii the zone

of overlapping coverage, which unfortunately begins at

6-3
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the same altitude as full coverage.

The height limit hI at which overlapping coverage

begins can be approximated by assuming that the line

of sight radio path distance is the same as the great

circle distance between ground points directly under

the transmitter and receiver. This assumption is not

nearly so rash in practice as might be imagined from

Fig. 6.3 since the heights involved are actually a

very small fraction of the earth radius. The line of

sight radio path distance is given by4

DL= F~U + a
where DL is distance in statute miles, Ht and Hr are

the heights of transmitting and receiving antennas

respectively in feet, and a 4/3 correction is applied

to the earth's radius to allow for average atmospheric

refraction. Assuming a ground antenna height of 50 feet

and a receiver height of hl feet,

DL = 10 + J

The geometry of Fig. 6.3 shows that

DL d
2

where d is the transmitter separation, and the approxi-

mation is quite accurate when hl is small with respect

to the earth's radius. It follows that

hl 1 (d -_ 0) 2
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From similar considerations
""h2 1_ l(d - 10) 2

where h2 is the height where overlapping coverage (or

interference) begins for transmitters separated by

2d statute miles. Specifically, if h2 is 100,000

"feet, d is about 457 miles and the separation of non-

interfering transmitters is 914 miles. It is obvious

that much smaller separations are essential to obtain

adequate coverage, and that interference will result at

relatively low altitudes if any of these transmitters

operate on the same frequency at the same time.

The interference problem can be eliminated for closely

"spaced transmitters on the same frequency by arranging

matters so that no two emit at the same time. This

requires control from some common point and is not

difficult if the area covered is not too large. Suppose

the area to be covered is represented by a square having

sides of length d, where d is determined by the maximum

height for interference free coverate h2 , that is,

d=lO+ ..

Within this square, enough transmitters will be placed

to obtain adequate coverage. All will operate on the

same frequency, airborne or ground, and interference

will be avoided by controlling all transmissions from

a common point. From the foregoing discussion, it is
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II clear that no boundaries of a similar square operating

on the same frequency and with independent control

L[ should be closer than 2 d. From this beginning, a fre-

quency chart for a large communications network can be

built up as in Fig. 6.4. No more than 9 frequencies are

required for complete coverage with such a system, since

it can be extended in any direction. The dimensions of

the individual squares are dependent on the height of

interference-free coverage, and transmitters may be

I located anywhere within a square so long as they operate

on the assigned frequency. Restrictions in the airborne

case are similar. The line of sight range between two

aircraft at 100,000 feet is 894 miles, or again about 2 d.

The foregoing coverage plan can provide two-way communi-

cation covere.ge in vertical sectors using a single chaxnnel

per sector and is accordingly well suited for sequencing

Plan A.

6.3.3 Communication Coverage for Plan B

Consider now a coverage plan suitable for providing

communication in horizontal sectors or layers.; Section

6.3.2 shows how interference-free coverage can be obtained

by time-sharing a channel among several transmitters on

the same frequency; consider nov how frequency separatioui

might be used to accomplish a similar result A con-



sideration of Fig. 6.3 shows that interference-free

coverage can be obtained over a vertical band between

the height limits hI and h2 by alternating two trans-

mitter frequencies, and it is not hard to see how four

frequencies can be used to extend this coverage into a

three dimensional shell. The idea is elaborated in

Fig. 6.5 by means of a grid diagram similar to Fig. 6.4.

Here coverage is obtained by alternating four frequen-

cies fl, f2, f3, and f4 so that a minimum distance 2d

separates all transmitters on the same frequency.

Unfortunetely, the height boundaries are not as widely

separated as we would like, as the following table shows:

Transmitter Spacing Height Coverage in Feet

In Statute Miles (d) hl h2

436 (A layer) 21,600 100,000

218 (B layer) 4,900 21,600

109 (C layer) 990 4,900

It appears that three sets of four frequencies each are

needed to provide complete grounl-to-air coverage, juper-

imposed as shown in the grid chart of Fig. 6.6. No

transmitter switching is required,ý all transmitters may

radiate simultaneously. However, a rel,.t 4 ely large

number of radio channels is required if conventional

frequency spacing is used,,
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"Voice coverage over very large areas on a single VHF
a.

channel has been achieved by the use of offset carrier

methods''7'9. These offer a kind of space and fre-

quency diversity which may improve accuracy by 10 or

15 db1 0 , and a potential re"'ibility improvement is

"inherent in the multiple transmitting facilities.

Fig. 6.8 shows a possible frequency spacing diagram

for offset carrier operation on a 50 kc channe.. Four

transmitting frequencies are spaced t 7.5 and t 15

kilocycles with respect to the nominal channel center

frequency fo. A VHU receiver tuned to this channel
will pick up all four signals in its normal IF band-

width, and the demodulated outputs will include a

number of carrier beab frequencies, the lowestw of

which -will be at 7.5 kc/s. A low-pass filter will

suppress these beat notes in the audio output, while

at the same time leaving a quite adequate audio band-

width for voice modulation. If the same signal modulates

all four carriers, coherent addition of the modulating

signal can occur in the receiver output.

It appears, however, that the application of offset

carrier methods to data Lransmission will require

some caution. In general, the four bignI)is fl to f4

will arrive at an airborne receiver with different

de&.ays, and an unfcrtunate combination of delay. and
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signal strengths can result in a notch ia the audio

output. This is not normally serious in a wideband

signal such as voice, but it could be disastrous for

narrow band data signals. Frequency diversity within

the modulation band, such as might be obtained by using

different FSK sub-carrier signals on each carrier, would

"overcome this problem if the data rates were not too

high. Special attention to such matters as detector

linearity, frequency accuracy, and stability of the

transmitters is also necessary. Since none of these

problems is insurmountable, it is worthwhile to consider

the radio channel requirements for a large two-way net-

work using the offset carrier tec nique.

For ground-to-air transmission using offset carrier,

it appears that three channels are sufficient to pro-

vide vertical coverage in three layers from 1000 to

100,000 feet. The modulation signals in each vertical

layer may be unrelated, but a practical interference

problem arises when it is necessary to provide indepen-

dent modulation in adjacent horizontal areas within a

layer. Fig. 6.7 illustrstes the point.

A vertical cross sa'ction through the coverage pattern

provided by a transmitter and frequency distributi-n like

that shown in Fig. 6.5 would follow the curvature of the
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earth as shown in Fig. 6.3. However, it can 1- repre-
a.

sented as in Fig. 6.7 by a suitable distortion L the

vertical scale. The areas of no coverage extending up

to hI and the neight of non-interfering coverage h2 are

shown fro. q single layer. Imagine now that the modulation

applied to transmitter T1 differs from the modulation

"applied to T2 , T3 , a-nd T4. In the cross-hatched area,

coverage will be available from both modulation signals,

and interference will result unless some way of separating

the.m is adopted.

This separation in an offset c&rrier network can be

achieved by the use of dAfferent sub-carrier frequencies

for the two signals. The airborne data receiver can

then be switched from one to the other at any po.nt in

the cross-hatched area of Fig. 6.7. It is desi :able that

such switching be ground-controllea so as to simplify

co-ordination of sequence programming between the two

Smodulation areas., this operation may well be simplified

by the fact that an area exists in which coverage is

available from both signals. There is no reason why

the sub-carrier frequency at Ti cannot be repeated at

T3 once the switch-over has be'n acccmplished. Ore uf

. most attractive features )f the method is that n I

channel changing is required; it appears that, so

as an aircraft stays within the height 1b ,iaaies ,dr-•iii

At



F
1.

j by hl and h2, it would be theoretically possible to
0.

fly aro,,nd the world irithout retuning the ai-borne

receiver. Further, world-wide ground-to-air coverage
0.

from 1,000 to 100,000 feet is theoretically possible on

3 channels.

* •An estimate of the air-to-ground channel requirements

can be arrived at as follows. Suppose three air-to-

ground channels are assigned to a block of air space

"with height 1,000 to 100,000 feet and horizontal cross

section approximately equal to a square with sides equal

to the line of sight distance for an aircraft operating

at the top of the block. This assignment will provide

e jual air-to-ground and ground-to-air message capacity

within the chosen block of air space. None of the three

air-to-ground frequencies can be reassigned in neigh-

boring blocks closer than twice the maximum line of

sight distance if interference-free operation is to be

obtained, so that the situation is analogous to that

illustrated in Fig. 6.h4 On this basis, it appears

that a maximum of 27 air-to-ground channels will be

needed. Unfortunately, the frequency stability of

most airboine radio transmitters is not suitable foil

cnainel-saving schei s such as offset operation. It

seems, therefore, at a total of 30 cn.nnels are needed

for complete twc,- Ly coverage witl' the B se uenctig plan
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"of Fig. 6.1; that is, about 3 times as many as for the

A plan.

"* 6.3.4 Ground Communications

In distributing data signals to widely separated

ground transmitters, it is convenient to use common

carrier voice networks. Unfortunately, these networks

have not generally been designed with data signals in

mind, and special care is necessary to achieve data

rates commensurate with nominal line bandwidt.hs. A

typical problem arises because of the use of sideband

methods in carrier telephone, where frequency and phase

errors in introducing a locally generated carrier destroy

the ability to preserve pulse shape at the receiver out-

put. Sub-carrier modulation methods are normally used

to overcome this problem.

However, at pulse rates above five or six hundred per

second, frequency separation between the data signal and

line sub-carrier is relatively small, resulting in con-

siderable systematic pilse jitter at the output of tue

demodulator. Since the radio portion of the ground-to

air path is not subject to the same limitations as the

ground portion, it is probable that different modulation

parameters will apply. Hence systematic Jitter mijht

be very small, but random jil 4.er due to noise will be

added. It is clearly desirable tý' minimize systemati-



jitter before applying the signal to the radio trans-

mitter, and to provide for a change in modulatioa

parameters between the line and radio portions of the

signal path. To put it another way, a clear-cut inter-

face providing for synchronous regeneration between the

line and radio components should be provided.

With regard to the influence of line characteristics

on sequencing methods, the most significant factor

appears to be the velocity of energy propagation along

the line. In some cases this may be as little as 10,000

miles per secondl•, so that delays up to 10 milliseconds

may arise on a hundred mile line. This factor is unim-

portant in networks operating according to the A se-

quencing plan if each transmission can be treated as

an independent event - that is, if it does not depend

for synchronizing information on previous transmissions

and has the effect of reducing the network capacity

slightly. In the B sequencing plan, however, differ-

ential delays of this order in the signals emitted from

two transmitters will result in something like HF multi-

path interference. In an offset carrier network, differ-

ential delays shouid be small witi. respect to the data

pulse length, and delay equalization should be used.

If synchronous regenerators are provided at the inter-

faces, d.elay insertion and adjustment will be relatively
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simple, although the problems of delay equalization and

calibration may be considerable.

6.4 Characteristics and Applications

6.4.1 Network Capacity

It has already been stated that sequencing Plan B as

described in 6.2.2 is inherently capable of a higher

data capacity than Plan A. This advantage can now be

reviewed in terms of network capacity.

Plan A required 9 channels, and Plan B required 30. A

3 to 1 advantage accrues to the B Plan because of the

greater number of channels, and an additional 2 to 1

advantage because of the methods of sequencing, so

that the total capacity advantage of the B Plan is

about 6 to 1. Since this is obtained at a cost ratio

of about 3 to 1 in channels, all other factors being

equal, it appears that the B Plan provides for fairly

efficient use of its channel even though the total

initi•al requirements are larger.

6.4.2 Radio Set Requirements

Most airborne VHF voice ra-: in be adapted for A

Plan seri-ce with virtually ' odification, since the

only z -uirement is to transm id receive alternately

on the same channel. This is not true for the B Plan.

Here the requirement is to receive on one of three
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" channels, and transmit on any one of 27 different

channels, though again it is not necessary to transmit

and receive simultaneously. To meet this requirement

with most standard radios, retuning will be necessary

before each transmissirmn. When remotely controlled

channel selection is available an automatic channel

selector can be provided and the time required for

channel changing can be accounted for in the sequence

plan. If channel selection in the receiver and trans-

mitter are independent, or if separate transmitters

an receivers are available, the number of tuning

operations will be greatly reduced.

6.4.3 Fault Conditions

In discussions about networks employing se4uencing

Plan A on a single radio channel, the so-called "s;uck

carrier" objection frequency comes up. The basis for

concern on this point is the possibility that one of

the network transmitters, throagh fault or human error,

may be allowed to radiate continuously and thereby

jam the network over most of the service area of the

offending transmitter. Although such occurrences may

be rare, they may represent a serious hazard potential

and are difficult to protect against. Probably the

safest procedure is to provide a separate clear channel

to be used in an emergency. There is still the diffi-
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- -~culty that considerable time may elapse before all

members of the network recognize the fault condition

and switch to the alternate channel.

"It is worth noting that the "stuck carrier" hazard

is greatly reduced in the B sequencing plan. In the

first place, the ground transmitters radiate con-

tinuously in normal operation, and the airborne trans-

mitters operate on different frequencies, so that the

"stuck carrier" problem does not arise in ground-to-

air signalling. In the second place, multiple channels

are normally provided for air-to-ground signalling, so

that faults on one channel do not destroy all the nor-

mal air-to-ground capacity. In addition, since the

ground-to-air path is not affected it is possible to

switch all but the offending aircraft to a clear

channel with a single general call message.

6.4.4 Extended Message Handling

There are two types of extended message to be considered:

voice and data. Besides the obvious reasons, this dis-

tinction is convenient here because data messages can

often be transmitted in a series of discontinuous bursts,

whereas voi,:e signals cannot be handled readily on a

discontinuous char.nel.

Extended message transmission can be handled by either
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[• serial or parallel methods. In the serial method, the

sequencing program of the data link will be interrupted

to provide time for transmission of the extended message;

in the parallel method, the extended message will be

transmitted. in parallel with the regular program on a

frequency multiplex basis and may share the synchro-1.
nizing and address preamble with the normal message.

This latter method is practical in a 3 kc channel if the

basic data rate is not too high.

Since voice transmission on a discontinuous channel does

not appear to be convenient, we may conclude that serial

methods would be necessary in handling voice with se-

quencing Plan A. Digital headers and end of message

codes should be provided on voice signals to assist in

sequencing and control of the network. Extended data

messages could be handled by either serial or parallel

methods in sequencing Plan A, though it is likely that

serial methods would be more convenient.

In sequen, -g Plan B, parallel transmission of extended

messages i-' convenient on the ground-to-air path because

of the continuous transmission. Since the airborne sets

are maintained in continuous synchronism, it is con-.

venient to transmit broadcast data in synchronism with

f the basic messages on a separate sub-carrier, so that

any suitably equipped aircraft may monitor the broad-
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cast messages at will by connecting a display device

(such as a printer) to the appropriate data set output.

In Plan B, extended messages on the air-to-ground path

would be most conveniently handled on a separate radio

I. channel. These will normally be voice, since it appears

I that most aircraft will not have the capability of com-

posing extended data messages.

I. There appears to be some interest among airlines in e.

"of"company cammunications" capability. It goes without

saying that if company communications is to share equip-

merit and channels with the air traffic control service,

it must do so without imposing any operational restric-
16

tions or significant degradation in performance. Con-

sequently, ground-to-air company communications could

not be handled as extended messages in the serial mode

because of their effect on the control service timing.

The parallel mode would have to be used, with either A

I or B requencing depending on whether the service re-

quired is predominately voice or binary data. On air-

to-ground company messages, unless additional equipment

I is carried for composing general f •mat binary messages,

voice will be used, probably on a separate channel re-

I served for the purpose. The B sequencing plan appears

to offer more advantages for company communication

purposes, because of greater capacity, and because of
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6..5flexibility in the assignment of air-to-ground channels

and sequencing.

6.4.5 VOR Integration

Since VOR equipment is in common use and has a voice

modulation capability which appears to be seldom used,

it is worthwhile to consider the possibility of inte-

grating ground-to-air data networks with VOR transmitters.

It is clear that, if VOR transmitters are used to convey

data signals to aircraft, the air-to-ground responses

must occur on a different frequency. Thus, sequencing

Plan B can be considered, but a coverage plan similar

to that of Fig. 6.4. would be applicable. All the air-

craft in the service area of tne VOR transmitter could

be included in one sequencing program, but a separate

program would be necessary fcr eash VOR service area.

Fairly frequent channel changes would be necessary and

these would have to be coordinated and controlled from

the ground.

The VOR signal includes an accurate reference tone

which is recovered in the airborne receiver., An air-

to-r•;ound data system can be conceived in which this

reference tone is used to provide bit syichronization

over the VOR service area.
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6.4.6 Pilot Initiated Messages

"Pilot initiated messages may be considered under two

general types: first, an emergency type in which little

or no delay is tolerable; second, a non-emergency type

in which delays of perhaps 2 minutes cause no serious

inconvenience. They should not interfere with the

control service and should not jam transmissions from

other aircraft.

If the pilot-initiated message is not urgent, it can

be delayed until normal sequential interrogation occurs

and then transmitted as a normal extended message.

Where such a delay is intolerable, some kind of break-

in procedure to provide a clear air-to-ground channel

is necessary.

One possible method might work as follows. Airborne

sets can be designed so that no response occurs to a

general call; this is not essential perhaps, but it

might as well be done because simultaneous responses

from all aircraft receiving a general call would be

useless because of mutual interference. Now suppose

that the airborne set can be made to respond to a

general call when the pilot wishes to initiate a

message. Two possible defects in such a scheme are

(1) delays due to infrequent grotund-to-air general

ralls and (2) the possibility of two or more air-



craft responding to the same call. Both of these diffi-

culties can be minimized by transmitting a sufficient

number of dummy general call messages, but the capa-

city of the network is reduced in proportion to the

number of dummy messages.

In real emergencies, the pilot might simply pick up his

microphone and start talking. The intruding transmission

would immediately be apparent to ground control and

although it might not be immediately intelligible due

to interference fram another aircraft making an automatic

response, the duration of interference would probably

not exceed one second, and the controller could manually

intervene to interrupt the normal ground-to-air trans-

mission temporarily. This kind of solution is not particu-

larly elegant, but it does provide for emergency service

with little delay and the loss of only one air-to-ground

transmission. The emergency message will of course inter-

rupt normal control service throughout its duration.

A third possibility for handling pilot-initiated messages

is to provide a separate (guard) channel for them. The

pilot might then simply tune his radio to the guard

channel and in this way establish communication without

reference to the control service. This kind of procedure

might conceivably be used in a semi-urgent situation ii
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which the several seconds delay required to change radio

channels is acceptable, and temporary disappearance of

SI. the automatic responses from the associated aircraft

to control interrogations is tolerable. It is con-

ceivable in fact that the pilot-initiated contact might

be completed and the radio set retuned to the control

channel with never a missed response.

6.4.7 Modulation

Tone shift signalling (FSK-AM) appears to offer a good

compromise between the many conflicting requirements.

The main reason for this choice is the requirement for

operating the data communication system over radio and

line facilities primarily intended for voice service.

These voice facilities are already la service in air

traffic control communications, and it seems unlikely

that a completely independent service for data will be

practical in the near term. Extensive modification of

existing facilities is similarly undesirable. Fortunate-

ly, tone shift signalling can be integrated with voice

networks with little difficulty. It is simple, easily

serviced, and presents no serious frequency stability

problems in AM radio equipment. In SRA equipment, the

picture is not quite so favorable due to doppler shift

and frequency inaccuracies, but there is some compen-

sation from the high power efficiency which can be, real-
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ized. In any case, there are few simple pulse u-dulation

schemes suitable for use on SSB radios, and tone shift

modulation appears to be cjne of the simplest.

From the results presented in Section 5 of this report

it may be concluded that efficient FSK signalling can

be accomplished in a bandwidth equal to about one half

times the reciprocal of the pulse length, and with total

shifts of about half as much, provided that 8 or more

tone cycles per pulse are transmitted. Expressing these

results in algebraic form, we may write for the lower

of the two signalling frequencies

T

and after Kotel'nikov12 for the shift

T

so that the upper signalling frequency is

f2= f + f =8.7
T

where T is the pulse length. The channel center frequency

is given by

fo = f =+ 16.7
2 2T

and the signalling bandwidth is

fB = 1.5
T

The upper edge of the signalling band is given by the
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sum of the center frequency fo and half the signalling

bandwidth fB" Equating this quantity to the upper limit

value of 3000 Cps and solving for T, it turns out that

the pulse length for optimum performance is approximately

T = 3.04 milliseconds,

which corresponds to a rate of about 330 pulses per

second. The lower limit of the data signalling band

occurs at fo fB or about 2500 cps. The lower part of

the voice channel is adequate for voice or other low

speed data.

The result obtained in the foregoing paragraph may seem

surprisingly low in view of the available bandwidth. One

"of the critical factors is the upper frequency limit of

the signalling band; the other is the requirement for no

less than 8 sub-carrier cycles per bit. No experimental

evidence has been obtained to indicate what degradation

in performance might result for lower sub-carrier fre-

quencies in FSK-AM, although an indication can be deduced

from the influence of timing inaccuracies on error rates.

See Fig. 5.16. It appears that timing inaccuracies above

about 20% result in a rapid rise of the bit error rate.

Systematic jitter of this magnitude will occur in a

rimple FSK-AM system at 5 of 6 cycles per bit where the

keyer frequency is not synchronously related to the bit

rate. Such jitter is not particularly critical when the
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average signal-to-noise ratio is large, as on a typical

telephone circuit, but it will be very damaging on a

njisy radio circuit.

Long range data communication in the HF band requires

special consideration due to pulse sme&ring and selective

fading introduced by multipath conditions. The signal

arrives at the receiver by several different routes of

varyirg lengths and attenuations, so that the receiver

input sees a composite signal in which the relative

phases and attenuations of the individual components

may vary at quite high rates. Path length variations

smear the signal transitions. This problem is normally

overcome by using data pulse lengths which are long with

respect to the differential delays on the HF path. LawlO

and others have reported that differential delays on an

HF path seldom exceed 5 milliseconds, and typical values

are closer to 2 or 3 milliseconds. As a consequence,

data pulse lengths less than about 10 milliseconds are

seldom used on an HF path.

Selective fadinj arises from the cancellation of signal

components, the degree of cancellation depending on the

relative attenuation of different paths and the fre-

quency at which cancellation occurs on the differential

path lengths. These fades are ge.erally uncorrelaled at

frequencies separated by as lit.ie as •0O eps, so tliat
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frequency diversity is useful in minimizing their effects.
up

A simple and effective modulation ruethod for long range

"data communication in the HF band is provided '-y two FSK-

AM sub-carriers, separated( by several hundred cycles, each

modulated by the same data signal. This method provides

the necessary frequency diversity, and the use of ade-

quate pulse lengths protects against smearing.

6.4.8 Coding

Suppose that a set of several independent variables is

to be encoded in a binary sequence and that the resolution

and range of values for each variable is spejcified. The

f specifications will indicate the minimum number of binary

symbols required to represent each variable according to

the inequality

n-l- logp Ki - n

where Ki represents the numoer of discrete values required

to define the . variable and n is the smallest integer

which satisfies the inequality. In general the value of

n will be different for each variable and thQ 2 com-

binations which can be formed from n bi-ary digits will

exceed the number of discrete values to be represente2.

A typical example arises when the variable to be enr,-ded

is a decima.l uniber. In this case, we have

n-I-~C~ I) -



and the smallest integer which satisfies the inequality

is n 4. A binary sequence having a resolution of

24 16 values is needed, so that there will be six

excess code symbols. If the problem called for 17 dis-

crete values, there would be 15 excess code symbols, and

though the situation would not normally provide such

a poor fit we cannot expect all communication require-

ments to resolve themselves neatly into powers of two.

It should not be inferred here that excess capacity is

of no value; o:n the contrary, it can often be put to

use in some form of error checking. For instance, we

may select a five-bit code to represent decimal numbers,

choosing only those members which contain exactly two

pulses. Out of the 32 code ccmbinations, exactly ten

will satisfy the two-pulse requiremant, and if any of

the remaining 22 are received, they can be recognized

as errors because the two-pulre requirement is not

satisfied. The two out of five code provides an ex-

ample rf putting excess capacity to good use. There

are other examples, such as binary-coded decimal, where

the excess capacity is difficult to utilize, and it

appears that codes C-igned for the "closest fit" to

ihe actual requirement (such as binary-coded decimal)

fall into this group.

A coding method in which all variables can be represented
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T by a single set of equal length codes is preferred in

a majority of automatic data systems because it confers
7

the following advantages:

- Machine timing and synchronization is

simpler.

- The coding problem reduces to a single

choice.

- Controlled redundance can be used for

error correction.

- Simple error detection methods can be

devised.

- Performance can be predicted readily

because the error probabilities for each

code member are equal.

- Code translation is generally easier

between systems employing equal length

codes. Inter-system coupling problems

ar3 minimized..

- Message format changes can )e made easily.

- Arithmetic operations can oe performed

more easily.

These advantages car be roughly summarized in two cate-

gories--compatibility and simplicity--both of which are

of prime importance in the air traffic control data link.

Since a close fit between the message requirements on the
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one hand and binary coding on the other is difficult to

obtain, it appears that there is little to lose and much

to gain by adopting a fixed length code.

6.4.9 Erro, Correction

Communication devices in a difficult environment are

often operated with a consilerable safety margin 1 7 to

protect against temporary or unforetieen adversities.

The term "error free" has been applied to such systems,

but it is obvious that a literal interpretation of such

terminology is impossible. A system which never makes

an error cannot be made, and we would never know if we

had one if we watched it assiduously all our lives. We

must confine our attentions to practical systems having

finite error rates, however small. In the case of an

air traffic control data link, defining an acceptablt

error rate may be unpalatable because the objective is

to assure safety, but it is nevertheless inescapable if

the requirements are to be analyzed at all.

Having defined an acceptable error rate, we may consider

the cammunications environment to determine how it is

to be obtained. System margins can be increased by

lowering the pulse rate, all other factors being held

constant, when the message capacity requirements permit,

If the objective cannot be attained by a direct approach

within the limitations of available signalling power,
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efficient design, and practical economics, it is

possible thLt error correction methods will provide

a satisfactory solution.

[: Error correction may be obtained by re-transmission of

erroneous data, or by real- 4"ime self-correcting methodI 1 5 .

Re-transmission methods tend to be relatively simple and

fit in well with the two-way comunications requirement.

An objection is that the information rate slows down

under difficult conditions due to the increased number

of re-transmissions, reducing the system capacity. This

factor can be balanced against the situation using self-

error-correcting codes of the type described by Hamming ,

where the information rate is 6'etermined at all times by

reference to the most difficult conditions likely to be

encountered, and there is no provision for automatically

taking advant;age of fav"orable conditions by increasing

it. For an idea of magnitudes involved in a specific

case, consider a single-error correcting code and assume

that five binary symbols represent the information content

of the code. In the case of correction by re-transmission,

let the code include enough redundance to permit the de-

tection of single errors; this capability can be provided

by adding a single parity bit to each code member,., In

the case of a single error self .correcting code, Hamming

has shown that f ur redundant bits are required for each
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j •five information bits. If the bit rate is the same for

each code, the information rate of the re-transmission

method may approach 1.5 times that of the self-correct-

ing method under favorable ccnditions. Under adverse

conditions the comparison is not so easily made because

the length of repeated messages must be considered16.

The best rate is achieved when only those characters

which are incorrectly received are re-transmitted; this

kind of operation requires full duplex service and

variable message length.

Correction by re-transmission can be no more effective

than the error detection capability of the code. It

has been shown in Section 5 that perfect correction based

on a single parity check over 5 bits will yield about

the same reduction in error rates as a 3 db increase in

signal power. The advantage will increase with more

redundant error detecting codes, of which there are great

numbers.

A method of self-error correction due to Wagner2 exacts

no penalty in information rate, but does increase the

receiver complexity. Instead of pro-iding complete

correction, this me-thod employs analogue information de-

rivcd from the received signal to maximize the probability

that correct decisions are produced at the receiver. Null

zone detection methods appear to be a degenerate fcrn of
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Wagner's basic technique, and results presented earlier

in this report indicate that their effectiveness is

ccuparatively low. Improvements obtained with Wagner

decoding are apparently due to efficient use of ampli-

tude information in the received signa.l, which is dis-

carded in conventional FSK receivers and used only in

a limited way in null zone receivers.

Some recent reports18 indicate thst error probability

on land lines is about 1 part in lO5 with most errors

occurring in clusters due to bursts of interference.

Since many of these error clusters are quite long, a

self-correcting code capable of dealing satisfactorily

with them would have to be correspondingly long and very

complex. It seems to be generally agreed that correction

by re-transmission is the simplest way to reduce line

error rates.

6.5 Influence of Message Format

6.5.1 Typical Format

The behavior of cammunication networks depends on the

detailed structure of the transmissions themselves as

well as the sequencing plan and characteristics of the

equipment. Fig. 6.2 represents some of the factors of

a general message in a time sequence diagram. The first,

step, getting the transmitter on the airi, begins witn a

switching coimmand which may origi~iate at a push-to-talk
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button or an automatic control circ'uit aid ends when

the transmitter has settled into a steady state and is

ready to accept modulation. The time interval involved

here may be considerable. In most cases, the transmitter

will maintain tube heaters at operating temperature

whether it is radiating or not; if this is not done,

delays in the order of tens of seconds will be encountered.

Generally, the delay interval includes the sum of the

operating tive of the transmit-receive switching relay

and the build-up time of the high voltage power supply

and has magnitudes from tens to hundreds of milliseconds.

When an antenna change-over relay is included, as in

common antenna working, its switching time may generally

be ignored, because it is less than the high voltage

switching and build-up delay and can be initiated at

the same time by a parallel command.

When the transmitter switching transient decays to a

negligible value, modulation can be applied. For reasons

of convenience, modulation might be applied at the same

time as the transmitter switching command so that some

qualification based on sideband power output might be

applicable here, but for purposes of discussion it is more

convenient to adopt the simplification shown in Fig. 6.2.

It is not possible in general to begin transrnitting the

message immediately, particularly when data transmission
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is Jnvolvod. A synchronizing preamble followed by

a message steart may be necessary, ax• for both voice

and data modes an address code has to be transmitted.

Following this, the message proper may begin. Fixed

or general format messages, or a combination of both

may be sent, and though Fig. 6.2 shows both types in

time sequence it is also possible that they might be

sent in parallel. The end of the message proper may

be marked off by an end of message code, and finally

the modulation terminates and the transmitter switches

off. Again, a transmitter switching transient occurs.

The duration here is likely to be short--a few tens of

mill •ecoi,ds--and is mainly due to the release of the

control relays and the decay of the transmitter high

voltage supply. The "off" transient may be considered

as ended when a nearby receiver on the same frequency

reaches acceptable sensitivity,

A consideration of the foregoing time factors shows

that a sizeable part of each transmission has little

to do with the actual transfer of new information, viz.,

the switching transients aed the synchronizing preamble.

The identity code itself, or part of it, may be un-

necessary in certain aii-to-ground transmissions, as

may be noted by considering current voice practice, The

full identity may be used in establishing initial contact,
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and an abbreviated form used in the subsequent ac-

knowledgement.

6.5.2 The Switching Transient

When sequencing Plan A is used on a single radio channel,

there does not seem to be any way to eliminate time de-

lays due to transmitter switching transients, although

it is certain possible to arrange matters so that the

switch-on transient of one transmitter coincides in part

with the switch-off transient of another. Since the

switch-on transient is probably longer, it should be safe

to assume that the total lost time per channel is pro-

portional to the number of transmissions and the average

switch-on transient time likely to be encountered. Assum-

ing 125 message exchanges per mi½u-te and 3•0 millisecunds

switching time for each transmission, the total lost

time per minute is 60 x 125 milliseconds or about 7.5

seconds--scmewhat over 12%. Many existing airborne trans-

mitters will probably require a longer switching time, so

that the above estimate may be low. However, it is not

necessary to require that the switching delay allowance

be equal for all sets; instead, it should be adjusted to

match the individual sets by providing for delay incre-

ments in intervals of one character. ln this way, lost

time can be minimized without excluding slow-switching

transmitters, and without upsetting ptre-established
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character synchronization in the network.

Sequencing Plan B, although it does not require any

switching of the ground transmitters, does not material-

ly reduce lost time because the airborne transmitters

must still be switched.

6.5 3 The Synchronizing Preamble

£Consider now the case of the synchronizing preamble.

Systems based on the message format of Fig. 6.2 will be

very flexible indeed, since every transmission is an

[ independent event in the sense that no receiver requires

any information from a prior message to help it inter-

pret a new one. This is an essential characteristic

when a receiver can detect only those messages which

are specifically directea to it, but such is not always

the case in an air traffic control communication network.

The airborne receiver will overhear many messages directed

to other aircraft, although it will not act on them. It

may be possible to use them to maintain synchronization,

so that the preamble of Fig. 6.2 can be eliminated except

perhaps in certain special cases;. if so, a significant

increase in network capacity will result.

In single channel coverage such as might be used with

sequencing Plan A, each airborne receiver may pick up

signals fro seieral widely separated transmitters in



sequence. Even if these sipnals were emitted in precise

synchýionization) they would arrive at each airborne re-

ceiver at different times due to the various radio path

lengths involved, so that a time reference derived from

one would not be optimum for another. For a maxiz.um

path difference of 200 miles, the timing error would

not exceed one millisecond. The significance of timing

error in a binary data receiver is directly related to

pulse length; roughly speaking, timing errors of + 10%

may be considered negligible. See Fig. 5.16. It follows

that satisfactory timing accuracy could be maintained

in a type A system without the use of sunchronizing

preambles if the pulse length were about 10 milliseconds.

Further, if a common time reference could be established

throughout the network, it would not really be essential

for the ground receiver to readjust its synchronization

on each air-to-ground message, so that the radio site

might use a ccmmon time base for synchronous signal

regeneration at both its I mnsmitting and receiving

interfaces.

Elimination of the sync preamble on the ground-to-air

signal will require inherently good time base accuracy

if synchronization must be maintained for considerable

periods without correction. If the time base oscillator

accuracy is taken as a 1 part in 10 6, a syrichronizi~ig
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error of 1/10 bit may develop if no correction is provided

over 105 bits. The maximum time which may elapse be-

tween corrections is accordingly dependent on the bit

rate and will be about 100 seconds at 1000 bits per

second, and about 33 minutes at 50 bits per second.

Scme care in prograeming the ground-to-air transmissions

is necessary to ensure that no part of the network ser-

vice area is ignored for more than about 105 bits. Dummy

transmissions, such as confidence checks, should be trans-

mitted if no data is available for transfer.

With a continuous time reference throughout the network

service area, it is possible to eliminate the start and

end of message codes of Fig. 6.2 if all messages are

strictly confined to a single fixed format or block length.

The above methods have been applied in the data test sets

described in Section 1. Although these sets are basically

intended for use in a network using sequencing Plan B,

it appears that the methods are general enough to be

applicable in networks operating according to Plan A.

It does not appear that elimination of the synchronizing

preamble permits any significant simplification of the

data sets or destroys the capability of working on single

isolated transmissions where synchronizing preambles must

be employed. The reason for this is that the ability to
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synchronize must be built into the set, but the actual

details of message format by which synchron-zation is

accomplished do not materially affect the debign. The

advantage to be gained is in increased neuwork capacity

due to the elimination of repetitions or non-functional

synchronizing information, and it can be obtained by

choosing suitable pulse lengths, providing stable tim-

ing generators, and equalizing line delays by simple

digital methods.
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[ SECTION 7.0 CONCLUSION AND BECOMNMTIONS

7.1 Sub-carrier Signalling Characteristics

17.1.1 FSK-AM

The results of Section 5 show that the performance of

simple FSK-AM modems using phase shift discriminator

circuits can be made to approach the theoretical pre-

dictions of Montgomery very closely under laboratory

conditions. Predicted performance can be obtained by

(1) choosing eppropriate pre-detectioD and post-

I. detection filtering, (2) employing synchronously timed

sampling of the demodulator output. It is shown that

Goldman's filter bandwidth criterion for maximizing

SSNR of pulsed signals leads to near optimum results

when interpreted in terms of the 3 db bandwidth of

relatively simple (2 branch) filters and that Kotel'-

nikov's criterion for frequency shift similarly yields

near-optimum results. There is a possibility that

minimum shift (and bandwidth) may not be compatible

with dual filter or Travis type discriminators be-

cause of inter-symbol interference.

The upper frequency limit of ane signa3ling band pro-

vides a severe limitation on the maximum speed for FSK-

AQM signalling, primarily because typical discriminator

Scircuits require several cycles of sub-carrier in each

pulsed sinusoid to determine its frequenc, It has been
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shown that practical circuits can operate with as little

as 8 cycles of sub-carrier per pulse without appreciable

performance loss. The use of fewer sub-carrier cycles

per bit will lead to an inc.-ase in systematic jitter

at the converter output for FSK-AM signalling modems

using non-coherent keying. Some experimental evidence

on the influence of timing inaccuracy on bit error rates

suggests that lC* of systematic jitter will degrade

error rate appreciably. The jitter magnitude of a

keyed two-tone signal has not been determined but it

is reasonable to assume that it would not be less than

a half period of the lower signalling frequency. Accord-

ingly, it appears that the 3ignalling parameters for

FSK-AM should be chosen to provide not less than 5 sub-

carrier cycles per bit to avoid significant performance

degradation.

With this limitation in mind, it is useful to re-examine

the maximum signalling rate for FSK-AM with an upper

frequency limit of 3kc/s. Following the method of

Section 6.4..7, we find that a signalling rate of 1.50

bits per second can be supported without appreciable

performance degradation. The lower Limit of the data

signalling band falls at about 2250 cps, so that a nominal

" 3 kc/s voice channel can provide intuLIigible voice plus

-3- oir, s per secon,! FSK-AM data. Higher data rates can

I



be obtained only by sacrificing data performance

through the use of fewer cycles ner bit, by raising

j! the upper frequency limit of the signalling band, or

by increasing modem comple:ity to provide for coherent

j keying and more sophisticated demodulators.

7.1.2 PSK-AM

It is interesting to note that PSK-AM can be used to

increase data signalling rates in a voice channel

because good performance can be obtained with only

one sub-carrier cycle per bit, using coherent keying.

The signall.ing function in this case may be regarded

as a cosine squared pulse having a base width T, so

that a series of like pulses (such as all ones, or all

z.'ros) vill appear as an audio tone at the sub-carrier

frequency 1 cps. Nearly all the energy in this pulse
T

will be contained in a bandwidth of 2 cps, correspond-

inr, to the separation between the first zeros in the

pulse frequency distribution, and will be symmetrically

disposed. with respect to the sub-carrier frequency 1.
T

Thus, tne maximum signallinp speed for a channel having

"an upper frequency limit of 3 .c/s is 1500 bits per

second, and significa.". siLj al componentb will exist

dour. to zero fr-•q •ýiy. This fact W11 result in distor-

tion, of the ,rgnal in most voice cnannels because of

restricted low frsquency response; however, the at-

1
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tendant performance degradation should not be serious

because of the relal ively small amount of energy in

the extremes of the signalling band.

7.1.3 Bandwidth Considerations

The frequency spectrum of a PSK signal or a pulsed sinu-

H soid keyed at a rate of 1 bits per second is a sin x
x

I distribution with most of the energy contained in a

bandwidth or 2 cps. The minimum shift FSK signal, con-
' T

sidered as the superposition of two pulsed sinusoids,

occupies additional bandwidth due to the frequency dis-

placement of its two components of about .7, making the
T

•, •totdl bandwidth about 2.7 cps. However., the results of

Section 2 sho,; that the performance of an FSK demodu-

lator using a nominal bandwidth of I cps is not more
T

than 2 db worse than that of a PSK modem using a matched

filter. It seems likely that these results would not

be significantly altered if the bandwidth of both sig-

nals were restricted to 2 before transmission. The con-

clusion is that the bandwidth requirements of PSK-AM and

FSK-AM are not significantly different from the detection

point of view. Apprýxable degradation in PSK perfor-

mance can be expected if the transmission bandwidth for

PSK is restricted to less than 2 cycles per second because

the pnase transitions will be slowed or "smeared" in the

filter output. Iii aud•tionl the use of a derived refer-
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ence, with its inevitable noise content, will further

degrade PSK performance so that very little of the

theoretical advantages over FSK will be realized in

practice.

A phase ambiguity of 17' radians is inherent in the

derived reference of a 1"/2 PSK receiver. Various

methods may be used to overcome it, including trans-

mission of additional synchronizing tones, superposition

of •z.nhronizing information on the P2K sub-carrier,

detection of inverted code patterns, or polyphase

modulation. All involve some sacrifice in etther

signallinG power, timc, or bandwidth, although it is

frequently possible to minimize losses by using message

synchronizing preambles t) resolve subf-carrier refer-

ence ambiguity as well af to provide bit and character

synchronization.

(.1.14 Error Rate

The results of Section 5.1 show that the bit error

rate for FSK can, in practice, be accurately defined

in terms of the SNR presented to the limiter of an

optimized converter, and that it is independent of

I pulse rate. It does not follow that error rate is

independent of pulse rate for a fixed power transmission,

I for the ieason that signalling bandwidth will increase

I as the pulse length decreases, and conscque(itly theI
a



"SNR presented to the limiter3 will decrease. The

results of Section 5.1 clearly substantiate Montgomery's

equation (Sec. 5.1, eq.l) relating probability of error

and SNR. It follows that the relation derived from it

between probability of error and pulse length in fixed

power systems (Sec. 5.1, eq. 6) is also valid. Equation

(8) of Section 3.1 summarizes the relationship between

pulse length and performance in fixed power FSK systems,

conveniently and simply. As far- as error rate is con-

cerned, the performance of FSK systems using different

pulse lengths over like paths will be equivalent if the

power transmitted is inversely proportional to pulse

length.

Fig. 5.7 shows a typical relation between bit error rate

and pulse length for an FSK converter. Inspection of

this curve shows that the error rate is relatively

constant for long puises and rises steeply as the pulse

i -" length shortens. The optimum pulse length is defined

by the point of tangency between the curve of actual

performance and the curve of optimum performance as

defined by equation (6) of Section 5.1. The curves

show that it is better to err in the direction of

longer pulse-. 4f the converter cannot be worked at the

optimum point.

I
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7.2 Communication Network Considerations

7.2.1 Design Parameters

In a communication problem involving both radio and

wire services, there are many interdependent design

considerations. Section 6 presents some of the impli-

cations inherent in the choice of a sequencing plan.

The results of Section 5 are mainly applicable to the

radio portions of the network. Other factors of im-

portance to network performance and characteristics

are the topology of the wire network, voice and data

integration methods, compatibility with voice pro-

cedures, reliability requirements, radio frequency

assignments, and radio frequency Poverage. The design

of the communication system must take account of inter-

dependencies between these factors, aria the detail design

of the terminal equipment cannot be properly completed

until they are resolved.

7.2.2 Network Topology

An example of the far-reaching implications inberant

in basic system parameters is provided by the inter-

j dependence between the wire networký topology and the

system message formats. Consider a basic wire net-

work consisting of radial. feeders connecting a com-

munication center to an array of remote transmitting

sites. In this caýP. the or.'iic.Leatiois center migv.

!
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f nnulate messages and route them by performing a line

selection operation. However, a more general (and in

all probability a more economical) wire network might

consist of a limited number of branched radials, and

in this case message routing cannot be performed entire-

ly at the center. It is necessary to provide in the

message format a site selection preamble which will

allow the message to find its way to the proper trans-

mitter. It should be noted that some form of preamble

is necessary in any case when the system is based on

"time-sharing a single channel between a group of trans-

mitters, because the appropriate transmitter must be

turned on to relay the message, preferably in real

time. In a radial network, this might be done simply

by voice-operated relay methods, so that the preamble

might be analogous to a preliminary throat-clearing

preceding the main announcement; in a branched network,

a more elaborate preamble including a site code would

be necessary, and it would have to be used whether a

voice or data transmission were comtemplated.

I The transmission and routing of signals from a communi-

cation center over a network is one side of the problem;

I it is also necessary to accept and route messages from

I any part of the network to the center. If the system

operated invariably on a call and response basis, the

7
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path of the out-going message could be maintained for

the response; in general, however, it is necessary to

originate certain messages (such as emeýrgency voice)

at random, in which case no pre-determined path will be

.~*available. It appears that a radial feeder network

without. branchs will minimize the problems of routing

randomly-originated incoming messages.

7.2.3 Interfaces

In Section 6.3.3, a case for the use of synchronous

regeneration at the interface between the wire and

radio porLions of the network was briefly preaented

and justified on the grounds of efficiency for data

communications. S.gnal. regeneration at intermediate

points in a communication network has been employed

to advantage for many years, notably in telegraph

signalling, but it should be noted that the insertion

of digital signal regenerators in a network intended

to provide both voice and data service indiscriminately

presents a design problem. The presence of digital

regenerators will effectively block the passage of

I uncoded voice signals, so that each regenerator must

be by-passed for voice signals. It is clear that

I some form of automatic switching control is necessary

I to select the voice or datapatn through the interface.

Since the digital and voice signals fall in the same

7
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frequency range, and since the voice signals may in

general appear at random times, it is al ) clear that

. the use of automatic switching will require special

attention, perhaps to the extent of modifying data

message formats.

1. 7.2.4 Random Access

Section 6.4.6 raises the possibility that the pro-

vision of random-access time-shared voice service on

a centrally controlled data network, without the

mutilation of occasional data messages or the intro-

IL duction of undesirable delays, may entail a consider-

able sacrifice in network capacity. A further oper-

ational difficulty arises when the voice and data

-l signals occupy a comnon frequency band, viz., the

elimination of data signalling interference from the

voice service. This particular problem can be solved

in the airborne terminal by suppressing the voice out-

put for a short interval after the receiver unsquelches.

I During this interval, the incoming signal may be ana-

lyzed to determine whether it is voice or data. If

I it is data, suppression of the voice output may be

continued for the duration of the message.

In the case of data signals, or voice signals o."igi-

I nating from the control center, the network behavior

is orderly and predictable because of the close control

7-10
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T exercised by the communications center. Thus a aom-

munication path through the network can be selected

and held by the center to serve both the c..,tgoing

message and the response to it. It is necessary to

monitor only that line on which the response is ex-

pected. The situation in respect to randomly origi-

nated air-to-ground messages is considerably more

chaotic. It is impossible to est&blish in advance

a network path for them and it is also impossible to

anticipate which line must be monitored to receive them.

"Hence, all 1.iputs to the center must be monitored con-

tinuously for randomly originated messages. If the

network is a large one, with a number of radio re-

ceivers tuned to operate on the common channel, the

problem at the center can be seer. to consist of two parts:

first, several ground receivers .,ty pick up an outgoing

signal and attempt to present it to the central monitor;

second, a randonly originated airborne transmission may

Sbe picked up and presented to the central monitor via

SI several receivers.

Suppose that the control monitor is arranged so that

all outputs are suppressed during a ground-to-air

transmission and that no ground-to-air tra-amissionsI: are permitted when any one of the ground receivers

is not squelched. Under taese conditions, a randomly
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originated airborne transmission may seize control

(. of the network at any time when the communication

center is off the air, and a clear channel will be

available so long as there are no interfering air-to-

ground transmissions. The situation is very similar

to current voice practice and tends to minimize the

probability of interference between ground-based and

airborne transmissions.

If a randomly originated air-to-ground signal Is

picked up by several receivers and presented to the

control monitor, a situation akin to space diversity,

based on signal addition prevails, and cancellation

of certain frequency components may occur. Section

6.3.3 discusses a similar problem in connection with

"off-s~t carrier methods. It is concluded that the

combined signal will very probably provide satis-

fartory voice service, but that its suitability for

data service is questionable.

i 7.2.5 Reliability

It is sometimes assiumed that temporary fail, *e of all

or part of an automatic data communication network

for air traffic control is tolerable if the system

provides the capability of reverting to voice service

on the same network. This assumption is not warranted

in every case, as the following example will show.

7
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Suppose that the data cammunication network is designed

to serve a relatively large control area on a single

radio channel basis. This assumption appears reason-

able enough, since a considerable increase in channel

capacity ought to result from the increased efficiency

of automatic high speed communication. In addition,

the consolidation of control service on a singl.e

channel for a relatively large area is operationally

attractive because it reduces channel switching require-

ments in the airborne radios. The net result of such

consolidation would be to combine several existing con-

trol sectors, each ,;tth its own voice ch-tnnel, into a

single control area with a combined voice and data channel.

Suppose now that the control area data communication sys-

tem, falls and an attempt is made to revert to voice ser.

vice on a single channel. It is clear that the ability

of this channel to provide satisfactory control service

in the voice mode is less than that of the original

-.. system with its multiple sectors and channels and that

a potentially hazardous control situation may develop.

In the foregoing example, the key factor in the hazard

potential is the sudden drop in communication network

capacity which develops if data communication fails.

The hazard may of course be considerably reduced if

enough standby channels tre available to the network,
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T or if sufficient standby equipment can be provided.

It appears that an appreciable reduction of the number

of radio channels allocated to the conGrol service may

not be practical even if autcmatit data communication

* on a single channel is provided.

7.3 Summary

"With regard to the relativ'- terits of PSK-AM and FSK-P'4, theI
results presented earl.er in thJG report indicate tha' the

theoretical edge enjoyed by PSI-AM is relatively small in those

cases where the pulse rate is low with respect to the sub-

carrier frequency and requires more elaborate denodulators

to be exploited in full. However, it is inherently capable

of higher data rates in a voice frequency channel. The rate

advantage of PSK-AM may be as much as 3:1 with very little loss

in efficiency. We may conclude that PSK-AM with synchrcnous

keying is indicated when data rates above 500 bits per sec.nd

are required in a nominal 3 kc/s voice band.

The design of ccmmunications terminal equipment for air traffic

control is dependent on ,he characteristics of the communication

network which it serves. Certain basic factors such as the

ii sequencing plan, network topology, operational requirements,

and reliability have far-reaching implications in terms of both

system and terminal equipment design, and the utility and flexi-

i bility of terminal equipments 6esignd without adequate atten-

tion to these factors is likely to be limited.
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